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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Historical overview 
The theory of Laplace transforms is being increasingly employed in 
mathematics, mechanics and the engineering sciences. Laplace 
transforms have wide applications in the solution of differential, 
integral and difference equations. The methods of Laplace transforms, 
also known as operational methods, provide easy and efficient means of 
solving many problems arising in many fields of engineering and 
science. 
The methods of operational calculus have their origin in the work 
of Oliver Heaviside (1850-1925). Although many scientists like 
Leibnitz, Lagrange, Cauchy, Laplace, Boole, Riemann, and others 
preceded Heaviside in introducing operational methods into analysis 
[10], a systematic use of operational methods in physical and technical 
problems was stimulated by Heaviside's work on solving equations in 
electromagnetic theory in the latter part of the nineteenth century. 
In the early part of the twentieth century people like Bromwich 
[2], Carson [3], Doetsch [13], Van der Pol and Niessen [19], and other 
mathematicians began to strive for the mathematical foundation of 
Heaviside's operational calculus by means of Laplace transform and 
complex variable theory. 
Carson and Doetsch started with the Laplace transform of f(x), 
when f(x) is given. The Laplace transform of f(x) is the function F(p) 
defined by 
2 
(1.1) F(p) = p / exp(-px) f(x) dx. 
0 
Carson in particular discussed (1.1) as an integral equation for 
the unknown function f(x) when P(p) is given. 
Bromwich took a different point of view by starting from the* 
complex integral given by 
(1.2) f(x) = ^  / exp(px) dp. 
c-i"  ^
Levy [16] made further impact and contribution by pointing out 
that the solution of equation (1.1) considered as an integral equation 
for f(x) is given by equation (1.2) and vice versa. Thus by Levy's 
work the two different points of view came together in one consistent 
theory. 
Van der Pol and Bremmer [18] considered the case where the lower 
limit of the integral in equation (1.1) is replaced by Thus 
equation (1.1) becomes; 
00 
(1.3) F(p) = p / exp(-px) f(x) dx. 
—CO 
This generalization proves to be very advantageous, since it 
includes equation (1.1) as a special case. The operational rules are 
considerably simplified and a much larger class of functions and 
phenomena becomes accessible. 
3 
The transformations of the type in equation (1.1) are called one­
sided or unilateral Laplace transforms, while transformations of the 
type in equation (1.3) are called two-sided or bilateral Laplace 
transforms. 
Definitions, terms and notations 
The purpose of this study is to obtain two and three dimensional 
Laplace transforms of certain functions using their known one 
dimensional Laplace transforms. 
We shall study both unilateral and bilateral Laplace transforms. 
The results on bilateral relations are presented in Chapter II. There 
are two sections in Chapter II. Section A deals with bilateral 
operational relations in two dimensions, while section B deals with 
bilateral operational relations in three dimensions. 
Chapter III deals with unilateral Laplace transforms in two 
dimensions. Section A of Chapter III deals with Laplace transforms of 
functions of the form F[(x~^  + y~^ )^ ], while section B deals with 
Laplace transforms of functions of the form F[(x~^  + y~^ )~^ ]. 
Chapter IV is on the use of the methods of unilateral Laplace 
transforms and Green's function techniques to solve the two dimensional 
heat equation in an infinite slab. We shall also use convolution 
techniques together with the bilateral Laplace transforms to show how 
to obtain particular solutions of certain partial differential 
equations. 
4 
We now Introduce some notations, definitions, and terms before 
presenting the main results of this study. 
Definition of the two dimensional unilateral Laplace transform: 
Suppose that the function f(x,y) is a real or complex-valued 
function of two real variables x and y defined on the region 
R(0 3 X < », 0 y^<«). Also suppose f is Lebesgue integrable over 
each finite rectangle RagCO 3 x 3 A, 0 3 y 3 B). 
Consider the double integral 
A B 
(1.4) F(p,q;A,B) = / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 0 
where p = a+i/J and q = X+ijj are the complex parameters determining a 
point (p,q) in the plane of two complex dimensions. The double 
integral 
OO 00 
/ / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 0 
is said to exist for at least one point (p,q) if 
1. The integral (1.4) is bounded at the point (p,q) with 
respect to A and B, that is 
I F(p,q;A,B) I < M(p,q) for all A & 0, B & 0 
where M(p,q) is a positive constant independent of A and B. 
2. At some point (p,q) 
5 
lim F(p,g;A,B) exists. 
Let us denote this limit by; 
(1.5) F(p,q) = L2{ f(x,y) ; p, q } 
0» 00 « 
= / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy. 
0 0 
The integral (1.5) is called the two dimensional Laplace transform or 
Laplace integral of f(x,y). 
If conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied simultaneously, then we 
shall say the integral (1.5) converges boundedly in at least one point 
(p,q). If L2{f(x,y) ; p, q} exists for all pairs of values (p,q) in a 
certain associated region of the complex p and q planes, then we shall 
call it the two dimensional Laplace transform of f(x,y). 
The correspondence between f(x,y) and F(p,q) may be interpreted as 
a transformation which transforms the function f(x,y) into the function 
F(p,q). Thus, if (1.5) converges boundedly for every pair of values of 
(p,q) in a certain region of the complex p and q planes, then we call 
f(x,y) the original function and F(p,q) the corresponding image 
function. 
The one dimensional analogue of the definition is given by 
(1.6) F(p) = L{f(x) ; p} 
00 
= / exp(-px) f(x) dx. 
0 
6 
Definition of the two dimensional bilateral Laplace transform; 
Let f(x,y) be a function of x and y defined for all pairs (x,y) in 
-09 < X < 00 and -00 < y < 09. Also let f be Lebesgue integrable in every 
finite rectangle Rab^ "^  3 x 3 A, -B 3 y 3 B). If, for a pair of 
complex parameters p = a+i/J and q = X+i%, the limits of the following 
double Integrals: 
A B 
(1.7) 11m / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 0 
A 0 
(1.8) lim / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 B 
(1.9) lim / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
-A 0 
0 0 
(1.10) lim / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
## -A -B 
exist, then the double integral 
(1.11) Ly { f(x,y) ; p, q} = / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy, 
exists and we call it the two dimensional bilateral Laplace integral 
for f(x,y) for the pair of values p and q. 
7 
If L2^ f(x,y) ; p, q} exists for every pair of values (p,q) in a 
certain associated region of the complex planes of p and q, we call it 
the two dimensional bilateral Laplace transformation of f(x,y). 
We write 
00 CO 
(1.12) F(p,q) = pq / / exp(-px - qy)'f(x,y) dx dy 
as the definition integral and symbolically denote it by; 
(1.13) F(p,q) == f(x,y) or f(x,y) t?" F(p,q). 
As in the case of the unilateral transformation, we think of L2 
acting on the original function f(x,y) to produce the image F(p,q). 
Thus, in (1.12) we call f(x,y) the original and F(p,q), the 
corresponding image function. 
The one dimensional analogue of the bilateral transformation is 
00 
(1.14) F(p) = p / exp(-px) f(x) dx 
—00 
as the definition integral and symbolically it is denoted by 
(1.15) P(p) t f(x) or f(x) =? F(p), 
and 
00 
(1.16) L*Xf(x) ; p} = / exp(-px) f(x) dx. 
—00 
8 
Definition of the unit function; 
The unit function U(x) is defined by; 
(1.17) U(x) = 
1 for X > 0, 
0 for X < 0. 
Similarly, for a function of two variables we define U(x,y) = U(x)U(y) 
by 
1 for X > 0 and y > 0, 
(1.18) U(x,y) = 
I 0 for X < 0 or y < 0. 
List of special functions; 
Most of the two dimensional results we have obtained are in terms 
of certain special functions. We therefore give a list of all the 
special functions used in this work. 
Beta Function; 
Cosine integrals; 
ci(x) = - £2p) au 
X 
ci(x) = /" a„ 
X 
9 
Parabolic cylinder function: 
,(y/2 + 1/4) , 
= % 1 1 (x /2) 
I'* M' Ï 
Exponential Integral: 
oo* 
E^ (-x) = - / u~^  exp(-u) du, - n < arg(x) < ir, 
X 
E^ (x) = - ^  [E^ (x+i 0) + E^ (x-i 0)], x > 0 
Error function: 
Erf(x) = 2 / exp(-u^ ) du 
0 
Complementary error function: 
OO 
Erfc(x) = 2 f  exp(-u^ ) du 
X 
Hypergeometric function: 
p^ q (b), ' J  " J o  
Hankel functions: 




K(x) = / ^ (1 - x2sin2(9))"l/2 d9 
0 
Modified Bessel function: 
I (X) . ; 
" 11=0 r<' + n + 1) 
Bessel function: 
' Jo 
Modified Hankel function: 
• i 
Whittaker function: 
exp(-x/2) 1/2+r-w; 2y+l ; x ] 
Legendre functions: 
° r(l^ - u) 2?!1-u ; ], « < 1 
0 r<.  . . 1) - 1,"/: r 1 1 
Sine integrals: 
Si(x) = /* siy(u) du 
11 
sl(x) = - s' au 
X 
Mhittaker function: 
r(-2y) M (X) r(2f) (X) 
W (X) = —  ^+ -T:  ^
' r(^  -  V  -  n )  r(^  + f - M) 
Bessel function: 
Yy = cosec(yf) [Jy(x) cos(y?) - J_y(x)] 
Gamma function: 
00 
r(x) = / u*"l exp(-u) du 
0 
Incomplete Gamma functions: 
00 
r(a,x) = / u®~^  exp(-u) du 
X 
7(a,x) = / u^ ~ exp(-u) du 
Logarithmic derivative of the gamma function: 
i//(x) = r (X) / r(x) 
Types of convergence 
Since we are mainly interested in obtaining results involving 
multidimensional Laplace transforms, we give a brief discussion on the 
12 
convergence of the double Laplace transform as well as the strip of 
convergence. 
It is known that if 
OS 
L{f(x) ; p} = / exp(-px) f(x) dx 
0 
is ordinarily convergent, the section or part-integral 
/q exp(-px) f(x) dx is bounded for all A S 0. For a double integral, 
however, the corresponding theorem does not hold [11], That is, if 
00 00 
(1.19) L2{f(x,y) ; p, q} = / / exp(-px-qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 0 
converges ordinarily, we cannot in general take the section 
A B 
(1.20) / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 0 
as bounded for all A & 0, B 2 0. 
However, if we restrict ourselves to absolute convergence of the 
double Laplace integral (1.19), then the part-integral (1.20) is 
bounded for all A & 0, B & 0, and it can be shown that from the 
convergence of (1.19) in any point (Por^ o^  follows the convergence in 
all other points with Re(p) à Re(Po), Re(q) à Re(qo)• 
Hence we may write the bilateral double integral 
00 00 
L^ f^(x,y) ; p, q} = / / exp(-px-qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
13 
as the sum of four unilateral double Integrals of the form 
I. = / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 0 
ce 0 
= / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
0 -» 
0 00 
I- = / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
—00 0 
0 0 
= / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy. 
We note that if in the function exp(-px-qy) f(x,y) is summable for 
a pair of values (Po^ q©) of (p,q) over quadrant Q(0 3 x 3 », 0 y ^  
"), that is if I2 is absolutely integrable in the Lebesgue sense, then 
f  / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy 
Q 
and 
/ / |exp(-px - qy) f(x,y)| dx dy 
Q 
exist for Re(p) ^  Refpg), Re(q) ^  Re(qo) directly and also as limit in 
the sense of (1.4). Further, the inner integrals in 
A B A B 
(1.21) / / exp(-px-qy)f(x,y)dxdy = f  exp(-px)dx / exp(-qy) f(x,y) dy 
0  0  G O  
14 
B A 
= / exp(-qy)dy / exp(-px) f(x,y) dx 
0 0 
and 
00 OO 00 00 
(1.22) / / exp(-px-qy)f(x,y)dxdy = / exp(-px)dx / exp(-qy) f(x,y) dy 
0 0 0 0 
00 00 
= s exp(-qy)dy / exp(-px) f(x,y) dx 
0 0 
converge for almost all fixed x or y and converge absolutely, and 
equations (1.21) and (1.22) hold. 
In conclusion, if converges absolutely for a particular complex 
pair of values Pq and q^ , then it converges absolutely even in a pair 
of complex half-planes, Re(p) ^  Re(Po), Re(q) ^  Re(qQ). The above 
conclusion does not hold for ordinary convergence of I^ . 
For our work we will assume absolute convergence for I2, I3 
and I4. Hence, in the case of real p and q, and assuming a point 
(Po'Qo) absolute convergence, if we consider I2, I3 and I4 as 
integrals similar to but with parameters (p,-q), (-p,q) and (-p,-q) 
respectively, we obtain 
/ / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy converges for p & p^ , g 2: q^  
0 0 
00 0 




/ / exp(-i?x - qy) f(x,y) dx dy converges for p p^ , g k 
—00 0 
0 0 
/ / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy converges for p 3 pg, q ^  qg. 
Strip of convergence; 
In equation (1.6), it is tacitly assumed that the integral is 
convergent for Re(p) = Pq. However, it can be shown that it converges 
for other values of p. See [12], theorem 3.4. 
Geometrically, the theorem says if the Integral in (1.6) is 
convergent at some point Pq of the complex p-plane, then it converges 
everywhere In the region on the right hand side of the straight line 
drawn through p = Pq and parallel to the imaginary axis. If we let a 
be the greatest lower bound of values of Re(p) for which we have 
convergence, then the Integral converges in the region that is bounded 
at the left by the straight line Re(p) = o, parallel to the imaginary 
axis. Let us call a the abscissa of convergence of the unilateral 
Laplace integral. 
Now let us consider equation (1.14) and rewrite it as 
0 00 
(1.23) F(p) = p / exp(-px) f(x) dx + p / exp(-px) f(x) dx 
—00 0 
00 00 
= p / exp(px) f(-x) dx + p / exp(-px) f(x) dx. 
0 0 
16 
The second integral is a unilateral Laplace integral with abscissa of 
convergence a, say, and thus converges for Re(p) > a. The first 
integral is also a unilateral Laplace integral of the parameter -p. If 
we let its abscissa of convergence be -0, then it converges for 
Re(-p) > so that Re(p) < 0, This is the region extending to 
infinity at the left of the vertical line Re(p) = p. Therefore, if 
f(x) is such that a < 0, then the region of convergence for the 
individual unilateral Laplace integrals overlap, resulting in a common 
strip of the complex plane where (1.14) converges. 
Thus, the bilateral Laplace integral converges in a region bounded 
by two vertical lines a < Re(p) < 0. This region is called the strip 
of convergence for the bilateral Laplace integral. 
17 
CHAPTER II. BILATERAL OPERATIONAL RELATIONS IN TWO AND THREE 
DIMENSIONS 
Introduction 
In this chapter, we present three theorems on two dimensional 
bilateral operational relations and two theorems on three dimensional 
bilateral operational relations. Theorem 1 deals with original 
functions with argument of the form (ax + by)/(cx + dy). We have 
formulated results by placing appropriate conditions on a, b, c and d. 
For theorem 1, by making suitable choices for a, b, c and d to 
satisfy the conditions of the theorem, we get several corollaries. 
Theorems 2 and 3 relate in some ways to the work of Van der Pol 
and Bremmer [18]. We have stated a rule similar to the exponential 
transformation rule in two dimensions. The base of the exponential has 
been taken as an arbitrary number a (a > 1). The technique presented 
here is different from that of [18]. This new technique enables us to 
obtain several variations of the result and many new two dimensional 
transforms from these variations. 
Finally, in theorems 4 and 5, we obtain some new results in three 
dimensional bilateral operational relations. In [18], Van der Pol and 
Bremmer have discussed how to obtain operational relations for 
functions with complicated arguments by using a relation in which the 
function has a less complicated argument. In particular, they stated 
that if 
f(p) = h(x) U(x), Re(p) > 0, 
18 
then ((/p) t / exp(-s^ /4K) h(s) ds. 
/tt X 0 
This has been extended to three dimensions In bilateral form. A 
completely different variation Is also obtained In theorem 5. We have 
given plenty of three dimensional transforms by using these theorems. 
It may be noted that there are not many results on three dimensional 
bilateral transforms. In [18], there are only 11 relations reported. 
Bilateral operational relations in two dimensions 
Theorem 1 
Let (i) 0(p) = F(x), -» < Re(p) < », 
(11) \ p { p )  ?  0(x), a  <  Re(p) < p. 
Then 
provided ad - be # 0, where a, b, c and d are real and 
a < Re((qa - pb)/(pb - qc)) < g. 
Proof ; Let us consider the integral 
« 0 0  
I = pq / S  exp(-px-qy) FCg* I  a?] dx dy. 
Let u = ax + by and v = cx + dy. Thus 
19 





09 00 r 1 T 
—^—- / / e«PLad-be {p(du-bv) + q(av-cu)}J F(^) du dv, 
ad-bc -" -» 
Now let w = u v~^  and du = v dw, then 
06 00 r 1 1 
I = —£3—. J- J  exPLfad-br){p(dvw-bv) + q(av-cvw)}J F(w) v dw dv, 
ad-bc -« -» 
or, 
I = _E3_ 
ad-bc 
F(w) dw. 
We evaluate the w-integral on the right hand side by (i) to get 
If we put T = ~ V in ( 2.2), we get 
(2.2) I = -
Iad-bc 
20 
On evaluating the T - integral using (ii), we get 
I = pq 
Iad-bc 
ad - bcl^ Tpd - qc] fqa - pbl 
J Lqa - PbJ L^Pd - qcj pd - qc [ pb
pq|ad - be 
[^3S_:JEb] 
(pd - qcXqa - pb) '^'•pd - qc' 
Therefore 
r,a. f by, ' *^1 ,,qa-pb, 
CX + dy •• (pd - qc)(qa - pb) ^ '•pd - qc ' 
a < Re(^  ~ P^ ) < 0, provided ad - be * 0 
Corollaries; 
On choosing specific values of a, b, c, and d, we obtain the 
following corollaries: 
Corollary 1 
Let a = 1, b = 1, c = 1 and d = -1, so that ad-bc =-2*0 
and ( i) (^p) = F(x), 
(ii) \ j / ( p )  ? 0(x). 
Then by theorem 1, we obtain 
(2-3) a < Re(^) < 
21 
Corollary 2 
Let a = 1, b = 1, c = 1 and d = 0, so that ad-bc = -1 * 0 
and (i) (^p) f F(x), 
(il) (^p) ? 0(x). 
Then by theorem 1, we obtain 
(2.4) F[^ ] =.à « < Re(^ ) < 0. 
Corollary 3 
Let a = 1, b = 0, c = 1 and d = 1, so that ad-bc = 1 # 0 
and (i) 0(p) =• F(x), 
(ii) i//(p) => 0(x). 
Then by theorem 1, we obtain 
(2-5)  ^ ° 
Corollary 4 
Let a = 1, b = -1, c = 1 and d = 0, so that ad-bc =1*0 
and (i) 0(p) = F(x), 
(ii) Hp) ? *(x). 
Then by theorem 1, we obtain 
(2.6) F[^ ] 4? a < Re(E^ ) < /3. 
Corollary 5 
Let a = 0, b = 1, c = 1 and d = -1, so that ad-bc = -1 # 0 
22 
and (i) 0(p) ? F(x), 
(ii) i/*(p) ? *(x). 
Then by theorem 1, we obtain 
(2.7) * < **(p5g) < P' 
Example 
Let f(x) = [x] U(x) 
• exp(p) - 1 ^  *(P), 0<Re(p)<» 
Thus 0(x) = e^ p(^ ) _ I ? ffP cot(7rp) a , -1 < Re(p) < 0. 
By using corollaries 1 and 2 respectively, we get 
(2.8) [^ ] c°t[,(^ )] 
-1 < Re((p - q)/(p + q) < 0. 
(2.9) (5^  c=t[,<^ ,], 
-1 < Re((p - q)/q) < 0. 
Lemma 1 
Let (1) \ l j i p )  = a"cx g(a"bX), a  < Re(p) <  0 ,  a > 1, b > 0, 
(11) g(p) = k(x) U(x), 0 < Re(p) < ». 
Then 
23 
(2.10) / f " f = ftp) , Re(p) > - b(c»l) in 
Proof ! From (i) we have 
i/'(P) = P / exp(-ps) a'CS g(a"^ ®) ds, a < Re(p) < /3, b > 0. 
Let t = a~^ , and ds = - ^   ^dt, exp(-ps) = tP/^ " 
As s -» t ^  », and as s -» ®, t -» 0. 
Thus 
(2.11) t//(p) = ^  J^ t^ * ® g(t^ ) dt. 
If we substitute (ii) into (2.11), we get 
ca • +C~1 
(2.12) *(p) = In a t^  / exp(-xt^ ) k(x) U(x) dx dt 
= îTi /gkC) -fj' 
00 f + b - 1 + c 
exp(-xt ) dt. 
Let t^  = w, dw = b t^ ^^  dt. As t 0, w -» 0, and as t -» », w •» «. 
Therefore (2.12) becomes 
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08 00 P  ^
(^P) - ïf-r / k(x) dx / In a exp(-xw) ^  
* 0 0 ° 
+ 1 + C) / , p dx 
°xl + c * b In a 
Re(p) > - b (c + 1) In a 
or 
00 
(2.13) / dx b 1" = f(P) , 
V * = • bin p r(i + c » jE—) 
Re(p) > - b (c + 1) In a • 
Theorem 2 
Let (i) (^p) t f(a"^ *), a > 1, b > 0, a  <  Re(p) 
(il) f(p) = h(x) U(x), 0 < Re(p) < ». 
Then 
(2.14) P ?? h(a*+y) U(x), 
(P - q) r(^  + 1) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > - In a, o < Re(bq) < 0. 
(2.15) a-4<ËE2 ii h(a*''ï) U(y), 
(q - P) r(j^  . 1) 
Re(q) > Re(p) > - In a, a  <  Re(bp) < 0 .  
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2pq^ [|(p+q)] 
(2.16) — *4 h(a*+y) U(x-y), 
(p - q)(p + q) r(|-^  ^+ 1) 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p + q) > - 2 In a, a < Re(b(p+q)/2) < p, 
2pq *[2(P + q)] « _ 
(2.17) —— h(a*+y) U(y-x), 
(q - p)(q + p) r(| + 1) 
Re(q) > Re(p), Re(p + q) > - 2 In a, a < Re(b(p+q)/2) < 0. 
(2.18) M + in a)] u(x), 
(p - q)(q + In a) r(j^  + 2) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > - 2 In a, o < Re(b(q+ln a)) <  0 .  
(2.19) M *[b(P • 1° a)] .j, a-*-yh<a*^ ï) U<y), 
(q - p)(p + In a) r(y^  + 2) 
Re(q) > Re(p) > - 2 In a, a < Re(b(p+ln a)) <  0 .  
provided that either  ^h(x) and In a each 
absolutely integrable over (0, «) and U(x), U(y) are the unit functions 
for (2.14). U(x-y) and U(y-x) are unit functions for (2.16), or h(x) 
is absolutely integrable in x in (0, ») and is of order x^ ^^ +P/b In a^  
when X is small. Similar conditions hold for (2.15) and (2.17) with 
the roles of p and q reversed. 
Proof ; To show (2.14), we consider the image integral: 
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I = P<3 / / exp(-px - qy) hCa*"*"^ ) U(x) dx dy. 
"-09 —09 
Assume the above Integral exists as an absolutely convergent integral 
and let x = x and y + x = t, we get 
OO 09 
(2.20) I = pq / / exp[-(p-q)x] exp(-qt) h(a^ ) U(x) dx dt 
00 00 
= pq / exp[-(p-q)x] U(x) dx / exp(-qt) h(a^ ) dt 
' / exp(-qt) h(a^ ) dt, provided Re(p) > Re(q) 
Let X = in (2.20), then 
(2.21) I = -E-3- / dx. 
' " ^  °(ln a) x^  + a 
Evaluating the integral on the right side of (2.21) by using lemma 1 
with c = 0 gives the following 
I = P 4( bq ) 
(P - q) r(^ + 1) 
Therefore 
P *1 ) a* h(a*'''') U(x), 
<p - q) r(j^  * 1) 
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Re(p) > Re(q) > - In a, and a < Re(bq) < 0, 
Result (2.15) may be proved similarly by interchanging the roles of p 
and q. Next we show (2.16) by considering the image integral, which is 
assumed to exist as an absolutely convergent integral. 
00 00 
I = pq y / exp(-px-qy) h(a**y) U(x-y) dx dy. 
Let X = X and y + x = t, then we get 
(2,22) I = pq / / exp[-(p-q)x] exp(-qt) h(a^ ) U(2x-t) dx dt 
= pq / exp[-(p-q)x] U(2x-t) dx / exp(-qt) h(a^ ) dt 
pq / exp[-(p-q)x] dx / exp(-qt) h(a^ ) dt 
t/2 -00 
= / exp[-(p+q)|] h(a^ ) dt, provided Re(p) > Re(q). 
Set X = a^  in (2.22) to get 
I = E_a f Hi*) dx 
P-q •'o (in a) x^  + (P+q)/2  ^
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On evaluating the integral on the right side by using lemma 1, we 
obtain 
2pq 0[5(P + q)] 
I =  ^
(p - q)(p + q) + 1) 
Therefore 
2pq *[=(9 + q)] v+v 
— =? h(a* y) U(x-y), (p - q)(p + q) + i) 
Re<p) > Re(q) > ,  a  <  Re(b(p+q)/2)) < (J, Re(p+q) > - 2 In a. 
Result (2.17) can be proved in the same way using p in place of q and 
vice versa. Finally, we show (2.18) by considering the integral 
00 00 
I = pq / / exp(-px-qy) a~*~^  hfa**^ ) u(x) dx dy. 
Assume that the above integral exists as an absolutely convergent 
integral and let x = x and y + x = t, we obtain 
CO 00 
(2.23) I = pq / / exp[-(p-q)x] exp(-qt) a~^  h(a^ ) U(x) dx dt 
= ^  / a"^  exp(-qt) h(a^ ) dt, provided Re(p) > Re(q). 
-co 
Let X = a^  in (2.23) to obtain 
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00 
h(x) I = ^-a_ r Î1 
 ^ 9 0 (In a) X 2 + q/ln a 
dx. 
On evaluating the above integral by using lemma 1, we get 
P q 0[b(q + In a)] 
I 
(p - q) (q + In a) +  2 )  
Therefore 
P q 0[b(q + In a)] 
a~*"y h(a*+y) U(x), 
(P - q) (q + In a) r(j^  + 2) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > - 2 In a, a < Re(b(q+ln a)) < 0. 
Result (2.19) may be shown similarly by interchanging the roles of p 
and q • 
Corollary 1 
Let a = e and b = 1 in theorem 2, so that 
( i) 0(p) ? f[exp(-x)], a  <  Re(p) < 0 ,  
(ii) f(p) = h(x) U(x), 0 < Re(p) < ». 
Then 
=•= h[exp(x+y)] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > - 1, a  <  Re(q) < p .  
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•2pq 
(2.25) — et h[exp(x+y)] U(x-y), 
(p - q)(p + q) r(E|3 + 1) 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > - 2, a < Re((p+q)/2) < p. 
(2.26) (p - i)^ r(q + 2) " exp(-xry) h[exp(x+y)], 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -2, a < Re(q+1) < p. 
Corollary 2 
Let b = 1 and c = 1 in lemma 1, and let 
(i) 0(p) = a~* f(a~*), a < Re(p) < p, a > 1, 
(ii) f(p) = h(x) U(x), 0 < Re(p) < ». 
Then 
(2.27) E-tM w a-'-y h(aX+y) u<x). 
(p-q) + 2) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > - 2 In a, a < Re(q) < p. 
(2.28) a_Él|] a-'-y h(a**y) U(y), 
(q-p) r(j^ 4. 2) 
Re(q) > Re(p) > - 2 In a , a < Re(p) < p. 
2pq 
(2.29) D + a a"*"^  h(a*'^ )^ U(x-y), (p-q)(p+q) + 2) 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > -4 In a, a < Re((p+q)/2) < p. 
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2pq 
(2.30) # a-*-y h(aX+y) U(y-x), 
(q-p)(p+q) + 2) 
Re(q) > Re(p), Re(p+q) > -4 In a, a < Re((p+q)/2) < (i. 
Corollary 3 
Let a = e, c = 1 and b = 1 in lemma 1, so that 
( i) 0(p) ? exp(-x) f[ exp(-x) ], o < Re(p) < 0, 
(ii) f(p) 6 h(x) U(x), 0 < Re(p) < ». 
Then 
(2.31) (p - q)*r(q + 2) exp(-x-y) h[exp(x+y)] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -2, o < Re(q) < 0. 
(2.32) (q - p)^ r(p + 2) exp(-x-y) h[exp(x+y)] U(y), 
Re(q) > Re(p) >  - 2 ,  a  <  Re(p) < /J. 
2pq f[E-Y-3] 
(2.33) — =? exp(-x-y) h[exp(x+y)] U(x - y) 
(p-q)(p+q) r(^  + 2) 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p + q) > -4, o < Re((p+q)/2) < /3. 
2pq 0[P 2 ] 
(2.34) — 9= exp(-x-y) h[exp(x+y)] U(y - x) 
(q-p)(q+p) r(Ep +2) 
Re(q) > Re(p), Re(p + q) > -4, a < Re((p+q)/2) < 0 .  
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Examples based on the above corollaries: 
(a) Let f[exp(-x)] = exp[-exp(x)] 
? 7(P,1) a 0(p), Re(p) > 0. 
Also f(p) = exp(-l/p) 
? Jo(2/x) U(x) a h(x) U(x), Re(p) > 0. 
Hence by using (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) respectively, we get 
(p 1) " »p(| + |>] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -1. 
Pq » 1) 2 XV 
(2.36) —— % Jo[2 exp(= + ^ )] U(x-y), 
(p - q)(p + q) r(E^  + 1) 2 2 2 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > -2. 
(2.37) (p -^ q)(q'^ I^ l)^ r(q + 2) exp(-x-y) J^ [2 exp(| + |)] U(x) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -2. 
(b) Let f[exp(-x)] = exp[| exp(-x)] exp(-x)] 
? cos (fff) r(p + f) r(p - f) r(^ - p) = ^(p) 
/JT 
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|Re(y)| < Re(p) < 1/2, 
and f(p) = exp(l/2p) K^ (l/2p) 
t sinh [f cosh"^ (l + 2x)] U(x) a h(x) U(x), 
Re(p) > 0. 
Hence by using (2.24) and (2.26) respectively, we obtain 
(2.38) 
pq r(q + V )  r(q - v )  r(| - q) 
(p - q) r(q + 1) 
(2.39) 
?? y COS (yff) sinh [c cosh"^ {l + 2 exp(x+y)}] U(x) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -1, |Re(f)| < Re(q) < 1/2. 
pq r(q + f + 1) r(q - y + 1) r(~ - q) 
(p - q) r(q + 2) 
V  cos (t>ff) exp(-x-y) sinh [ v  cosh"^ {l + 2 exp(x+y)}] U(x) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -2, |Re(y)| < Re(q) < 1/2, 
(c) Let f[exp(-»)] = [1 /exp(x)] 
*  s i M r r p )  '  * ( P ) '  *  O -
Also f(p) = P 
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= — exp(~) M, (X) U(x) m h(x) U(x), Re(p) > 0. 
%,o 
Using equations (2.24) and (2.26) respectively, we get 
(2.40) -Ei (P - q) r(q + 1) sin(ffq) 
=•= ^  expj- I - 2 "5 exp(x+y)j {exp(x+y)} U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -1. 
£-3_ 
(p - q) r(q + 2) sin[ff(q + 1)] 
=?=  ^expj-^  " ^  ~ I exp(x+y)| {exp(x+y)} U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -2. 
(d) Let f[exp(-x)] = E^ C-expC-x)] 
=> - r( p ) 3 0(p), Re(p) < 08. 
Also f(p) = Ei( -p ) 
= log( J ) U(x-l) a h(x) U(x-l), Re(p) > 0. 
Then by (2.24) and (2.26) respectively, we obtain 
(2.42) q == (x + y) U(x-l), Re(p) > Re(q) > 0. 
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(2.43) !—£-3 a* (x + y) exp(-x-y) U(x-l), 
(p - q)(q + 1)2 
Re(p) > Re(q) > 0. 
(e) Let f[exp(-x)] = exp[exp(-x)] Ei[-exp(-x)] 
• " liEdp^ " *(P)' ° < **(P) < 
And f(p) = exp( p ) Ei(-p) 
= - logd + x) U(x) a h(x) U(x), Re(p) > 0. 
Therefore by using (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26) respectively, we g 
(p - q)''sin(»q) " Î l°g[l * e«p(x+y)] u(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q). 
(2.45) £-3 
(P - q)(P + q) sin[|(p + q)] 
=?=? ^  log[l + exp(x + y)] U(x-y), 
0 < Re(p + q) < 2, Re(p) > Re(q). 
E_a_ 
(P - q)(q +1) sin[ff(q + 1)] 
=•= ^  exp(-x - y) log[l + exp(x + y)] U(x), 
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1 > Re(p) > Re(q) > 0. 
(f) Let f[exp(-x)] = exp[- | exp(x)] exp(x)] 
P r(p + r(f - p) 
0(p) r  
v/jT r(p + p + 1) 
-1/2 < Re(p) < RQ(f) 
Also f(p) - exp(-l/2p) Iy(l/2p) 
= j2(/x) U(x) a h(x) U(x), Re(y) > -1. 
Thus by equations (2.24) and (2.26) respectively, we have 
(2.47) 
p q r(q + |) r(f - q) 
(p - q) r(q + 1) T{v + q + 1) 
=?? \/it Jy[exp(* g y)] U(x), 
(2.48) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -1/2, Re(y) > Re(q) 
p q r(q + |) r(y - q - i) 
(p - q) r(q + 2) r(f + q + 2) 
== H exp(-x - y) J^ [exp(2-^ -^ )] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -3/2, Re(y) > -1/2. 
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(g) Let f[exp(-x)] = exp[| exp(-x)] [^expC-x)] 
p r(p + m + 5) r(| - m + p) r(-k - p) 
t S—^  T • 0(P), 
r(m - k + ^) r(-m - k + ^) 
|m| - ^  < Re(p) < -k. 
Also f(p) = exp( I ) W^ ^^ (p) 
r 1-1 k ? [1 + 5] Pm_i/2(1 + 2x) U(x) m h(x) U(x), 
Re(k) < 1. 
Therefore by using (2.24) and (2.26) respectively, we obtain 
P g r(q + m + %) r(^ - m + q) r(-k - q) 
(2.49) : , 
(p - q) r(q + 1) r(m - k + ^ ) r(-m - k + j) 
== [1 + exp(-x-y)]^ /^  Pm-1/2[1 + 2 exp(x+y)] U(x), 
|m| - 1/2 < Re(q) < -k, Re(p) > Re(q), Re(k) < 1. 
p q r(q + m + |) r(| - m + q) r(-k - q - 1) 
(2.50) T , 
(p - q) r(q + 2) r(m - k + ^) r(-m - k + ^) 
exp(-x-y) [1 + exp(-x-y)]k/2 Pm-i/zCl + 2 exp(x+y)] U(x), 
|m| - 3/2 < Re(q) < -k, Re(p) > Re(q) > -2, Re(k) < 1. 
t. 
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(h) Let f[exp(-x)] = exp[-| exp(x)] exp(x)] 
p r(p + %) r(i ' - p - 1) 
Then exp(-x) f[ exp(-x) ] t  ^ = 0(p)» 
/ff r(y + p + 2) 
-3/2 < Re(p) < Re(f-l). 
Also f(p) = exp(- 5^  ) Iy( ) 
X 
22" [rem)]' 1^ 2 
4 
2y+l, f+l 
; -X U(x) a h(x) U(x), 
Re(p) > 0, Re(p) > -1. 
Thus by using equations (2.31), (2.32) and (2.33) respectively, we 
obtain the following operational results. 
(2.51) 
p q r(q + j) r(y - q - 1) 
(p - q) r(y + q + 2) r(q + 2) 
_ y/ff exp(-xy-yr) 4 
2y+l, y+1 
; -exp(x+y) U(x), 
Re(q) > -3/2, Re(p) > Re(q) and Re(y) > -1/2. 
(2.52) 
P q r(p + |) r(y - p - 1) 
(q - p) r(y + p + 2) r(p + 2) 
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)/v exp(-xy-yy) ^  
22"[r(y+l)]2  ^^  
'4 
2p+1, y+1 
; -exp(x+y) U(y), 
Re(p) > -3/2, Re(q) > Re(p) and Re(y) > -1/2. 
(2.53) 
pq r(E-t-3_LJ [(f - E-|-a - 1) 
(p - q)(p + q) r(E-y-3 + 2) 
exp(-xy-yy) _ "4 
2y+l, f+1 
; -exp(x+y) U(x-y), 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > -4, and Re{f) > -1/2. 
(i) Let f[exp(-x)] = exp[exp(-x)] Ei[-exp(-x)] 
then exp(-x) f[ exp(-x) ] = - sin^ ff(p!i) = *(p), 
-1 < Re(p) < 0. 
Also f(p) = exp(p) Ei(-p) 
= - logd + x) U(x) B h(x) U(x), Re(p) > 0. 
Hence by using equations (2.31) and (2.33) respectively, we obtain 
(2.54) (p - q) sin 7r(q + 1) 
=? ^  exp(-x-y) log[ 1 + exp(x+y) ] U(x), 
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-1 < Re(q) < 0, Re(p) > Re(q). 
(2.55) E_3_ 
(p + q)(p - q) sin ff(P * + 2) 
 ^exp(-x-y) log[ 1 + exp(x+y) ] U(x-y), 
-2 < Re(p+q) < 0, Re(p) > Re(q) 
(j) Let f[exp(-x)] = Jy[2 exp( | )] 
(p+1) r(^  - p -
;-x) f[ exp(-x) ] t . -and exp( a 0(p), 
r(| + p + 2) 
< Re(p) < I Re(y) - 1. 
Also f(p) = Jy( ) 
/P 
x*/2 
r(f+i) r(|+i) L 1+1, y+i 0^ 2 I „ ; -X 1 u(x) 3 h(x) U(x), ^ 1. w 1 J 
Re(y) > -1, Re(p) > 0. 
On using results (2.31) and (2.33) respectively, we obtain the 
operational relations (2.56) and (2.57); 
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(2.56) 
P r(x - q - 1) 
(P - q) r(q + 1) r(| + q + 2) 
y.. y 
exp(-x-y+=x+=y) r -i 
H 0^ 2 „ ' -exp(x+y) U(x), 
r(|+l) r(f+l) L 1+1, y+1 J 
Re(y) > -1, -7/4 < Re(p) < 1/2 Re(y) - 1, Re(p) > Re(q). 
(2.57) 
2pq r(^  P - 9 _ 1) 
(p - q)(p + q) r(E13 + 1) r(^  + P + 9 + 2) 
4"? exp(-x-y+|x+|y) 0^ 2 » f -exp(x+y) U(x-y), 
L —+1, y+i -1 
-3/4 < Re((p+q)/2) < 1/2 Re(f), Re(p) > Re(q). 
(k) Let f[exp(-x)] = K^ [2 exp(-x/2)] 
and exp(-x) f[ exp(-x) ] = ^  (p+1) r(p+|+l) r(p-|+l) s 0(p), 
|^Re(y)|-l < Re(p) < ». 
Also f(p) = Ky( 2/p ) 
= ^  exp(-|) W_^  ^ (i) U(x) a h(x) U(x), Re(p) > 0. 
2'2 
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Hence by using equation (2.31), we obtain 
(2.58) 
p r(q + I + 1) r(q - I + 1) 
(P - q) r(q + 1) 
=4 exp[-|-|~ exp(-x-y)] W ^  j,[exp(-x-y)] U(x), 1 f 
2'2 
- J |Re(f)|-l < Re(q) < », Re(p) > Re(q). 
(1) Let f[ exp(-x) ] = 
cos (fff) exp[| exp(-x)] K^ [| exp(-x)] and 
exp(-x) f[exp(-x)] ? (p+1) r(p+l+f) r(p+l-y) r(-p - |) a ^ (p), 
Re(p) > 0. 
Hence by using (2.31), we obtain result (2.59) 
(2 50^  P r(q + y + 1) r(q - y + 1) r(-q - 1/2) 
 ^ ' (P - q) r(q + 1) 
?? y cos (rn) exp[-x-y] sinh [f cosh"^ {l + 2 exp(x+y)}] U(x), 
|Re(y)| - 1 < Re(p) < -1/2. 
exp(p/2) Ky(p/2) 
f"^ sinh [f cosh"^ (l + 2x)] s h(x) U(x), 
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|Re(y)| - 1 < Re(q) < -1/2, Re(p) > Re(q). 
Theorem 3 
Let ( i) (^p) = a~* f(a"® a > 1, b > 0, o < Re(p) < g, 
(il) f(a"P) t (In h(x) U(x). 
Then 
(2.60) p q b 0[bq - In a] 
(p - q) (In a)^  (bq - In a) r(jj^  + 1) 
=== (X + y)^  h(a*+y)) U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > - In a, (a+ln a) < Re(bq) < (P+ln a). 
(2.61) P q b 0[bq - In a] 
(q - p) (In a)^  (bp - In a) r(Yj^  + 1) 
=? (X + y)'^  h(a*+y)) U(y), 
Re(q) > Re(p) > - In a, (a+ln a) < Re(bp) < (g+ln a). 
( 2 . 6 2 )  
2 b p q <^ [|(p + q) - In a] 
(P - q)[b (P + q) - 2 in a] (In a)^  ^ (E-^  + 1) 
t? (x + y)^  h(a**y) U(x-y), 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > - 2 In a, a+ln a < Re(b(p+q)/2) < 0+ln a. 
2 b p q 0[|(p + q) - In a] 
(2.63) — 
(q - P)[b (p + q) - 2 In a] (In a)'^  r(| + 1) 
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(X + y)'* h(a*+y) U(y-x), 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > - 2 In a, o+ln a < Re(b(p+q)/2) < 0+ln a. 
Provided that In a %(%) x)^  and In a %(%) (in x)^  
are each absolutely integrable on (0, »). u(x), U(y) are the unit 
functions for (2.60) and also U(x-y) and U(y-x) are unit functions for 
(2.62). Similar conditions hold for (2.61) and (2.63) with the roles 
of p and q reversed. 
Proof : The proof is similar to that of theorem 2 
Corollary 
Let a = e, b = 1 and k = 1 in theorem 3, then 
( i) 0(p) t exp(-x) f[exp{-exp(-x)}], a < Re(p) < jJ, 
(ii) f[exp(-p)] = (In x) h(x) U(x). 
Hence 
(2.64) (p - q)'^ (q''- l)^ r(q + 1) + Y) h[exp(x + y)] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -1, a+1 < Re(q) < 0+1. 
2 P q 2 ^  " 1] 
(2.65) — ?? (x + y) h[exp(x+y)] U(x-y), 
(p - q)(p + q - 2) r(^^ + 1) 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > -2, a+1 < Re((p+q)/2) < (3+1. 
Examples based on the above corollary: 
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(a) Let f[exp{-exp(-x)}] = exp[exp(-x)] Ei[-exp(-x)], 
then e"* ffe"*"*) t - %in[5(p+l)] = *(P), -1 < Re(p) < 0. 
And f[exp(-p)] = exp(p) E^ C-p) 
t - logd + x) U(x) à (In x) h(x) U(x). 
Hence by using (2.64) and (2.65) respectively, we obtain 
<2-66) (p - q,P(3 - 1) sln(.»a) '* * exp(x+y)] U(x) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > - 1. 
(2.67) E_a 
(p - q)(p + q - 2) Sin[ |(p + q)] 
?? 2^ (x + y) log[l + exp(x + y)] U(x - y), 
Re(p) > Re(q), -2 < Re(p + q) < 0. 
(b) Let f[exp{-exp(-x)}] = exp[-| exp(x)] exp(x)], 
then e-« f(e-®"^  = P r(p_+ 3/2) r(. - p - 1) ^  
/ff r(f + p + 2) 
-3/2 < Re(p) < Re(y) - 1. 
And f[exp(-p)] = exp(- ^ ) 
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? Jy(|/x) U(x) a (In x) h(x) U(x), Re(f) > -1. 
Thus by using (2.64) and (2.65) respectively, we get 
(7. gA\ P q r(r - q) r(q + 1/2) 
( ' ) (P - q) (q - 1) r(y + q + 1) 
•?=• i/ff (X + y) Jy[exp(* g ^ )] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(f) > -1, -1/2 < Re(q) < Re(y). 
(2.69) 
p q r(P + 9 + 1) r(y - £-i-3) 
(p - q)(p + q - 2) r(EJL3_L_2) r(E^  + u - 1) 
 ^(x + y) Jy[exp(* g ^ )] U(x-y), 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(y) > -1, -1/2 < Re((p+q)/2) < Re(y). 
(c) Let f [exp{-exp(-x)}] = exp[| exp(-x)] Kj,[| exp(-x)], 
then e"* f(e"®"*) = (p+1) r(p+y+l) r(p+l-y) r(-|-p) a *(p), 
]/1T 
|Re(y)| - 1 < Re(p) < - 1/2. 
And f[exp(-p)] = exp(p/2) Ky(p/2) 
? i/n (x^  + x)l/* + 2x) U(x) a (In x) h(*) U(x), 
Re(p) > 0. 
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Hence by using equation (2.64) and (2.65), we get 
p q r(q + V )  r(q - f) r(^ - g) 
(p - q) r(q * 1) " COS (,,) (X * y)' 
• [aicp(2itt2y) + exp<x+y)] • Pji02[l + 2exp(x • y)] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q), |Re(f)| < Re(q) < 1/2. 
2 p q (P * 3 " 2) r(E^ + f) r(E-|-a - V )  r(| - E_^) 
(2.71) : £ ^ 2 i 
(P - g) (P + q -  2) r(l + 
1/4 
- cos(y*)(* y) [exp(2x+2y) + exp(x+y)] ^ '10211*2 exp(x+y)] U(x-y), 
Re(p) > Re(q), |Re(y)| < Re((p+q)/2) < 1/2, Re(p+q) > -2. 
(d) Let f[-exp{-exp(-x)}] = exp[i exp(-x)] W. „[exp(-x)], 6 Kf m 
p r(2m + 1) r(k -  p -  1) r(m + p + h 
then e * f(e ® ) = = — a *(p), 
r(k + m + ^ ) r(m -  ^  -  p) 
|ni| - 3/2 < Re(p) < - k - 1. 
And f[exp(-p)] = exp(p/2) ^^ fp) 
= (1 + x"l)k/2 Pm-1/2(1 + 2x) U(x) a (In x) h(x) U(x) 
Thus by using (2.64) and (2.65), we obtain 
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(2.72) 
p q r(2m + 1) r(k - q) r(m + q + g) 
(p - q) (q - 1) r(q) r(k + m + ^) r(ra - q + j) 
(x + y) [1 + exp(-x-y)]k/2 Pm-i/2[l + 2 exp(x+y)] U(x), 
Re(p) > Re(q) >0, |m| - 1/2 < Re(q) < -k, Re(k) < 1. 
(2.73) 
p q r(2m + 1) r(k - ^-^) r(m + | + E_^) 
(p - q) (p + q - 2) r(l + E-|-3) r(k + m + ^) r(m + | - E_^) 
?? (x+y) [1 + exp(-x-y)]k/2 Pm-i/2[l + 2 exp(x+y)] U(x-y) 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p+q) > -2, 2|m|-l < Re(p+q) < -2 Re(k), Re(k) < 1. 
Bilateral operational relations In three dimensions 
The next two theorems are on bilateral operational relations in 
three dimensions. Results on these bilateral relations are given by 
way of examples. 
Theorem 4 
Let 0(p) = f(x), then 
(2.74) /p q r 
(•p + /q + •?) 
0(/p + /q + /r) 
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and 
(2.75) _ P 9 r  ^ (^/p + /q + /?) 
Wp + /q + /r) 
^^ *'^ '=3/2 S  t^ exp{- f ( ^  + 1 + ;)} f(t) dt 
8 (*xyz)3/2 -00 4 X y z 
Proof ; From ^ (p) = f(x), we have 
GO 
(^P) = P / exp(-px) f(x) dx, and hence 
—00 
0(v/p + /q + /r) = (/p + /q + /r) / exp[-(/p + /q + /r) t] f(t) dt 
—00 
or 
(2.76) (^/p + /q + i/Ô _ J. exp[_(/p + /q + /F) t] f(t) dt. 
(/p + /q + /r) -w 
On multiplying both sides of (2.76) by /pqr, we get 
(2.77) /pqr 0(i/p + /q + /r) _ J exp[-(/p + /q + •r)t] f(t) dt 
(/p + /q + /r) -» 
00 
=• / /p exp(-t/p) /q exp(-t/q) /q exp(-t/r) f(t) dt. 
—CO 
But exp(- j^ ) U(x) ? |/p exp(Vp). 
/ttx * * 
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Using the transformation p = pt^  and x = x/t^ , we get 
1 t2 (2.78) /p exp(-t»/p) f — exp(- j-) U(x). 
/ttx 
Let us substitute (2.78) into the RHS of (2.77), then 
9 ' + v-q + /F) 
(/p + t/q + /r) 
??? / exp{- I f(t) dt, 
ïT ' /xyz -» y 
which is result (2.74). Next we obtain result (2.75) by multiplying 
both sides of (2.76) by pqr and using the fact that 
1 exp(- ~) U(x) ? p exp(-/p). 
2 /tt x^ /^  * * 
The rest of the proof is as in result (2.74) • 
Examples based on results (2.74) and (2.75) 
(a) Let f(x) = sin(x) U(x) 
f — a 0 < Re(p) < «. 
p2 + 1 
Hence by using (2.74) and (2.75) respectively, we obtain 
(2.79) / p g r  
[(/p + /q + /r)2 + 1] 
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+ Ç + ;)} sin(t) dt 
/xyz 0 4 X y z 
/exp{-|(l + 1 + 1)} iMv^ û) 
2 *3/2 /xyz 0 4 X y z 
t# L{ ; |(1 + 1 + i)} 
. 2 *3/2 ^ xyz ï/u « X y z 
t# "("'y'') exp[ % , ] Erf[ ]. 
ff /xy + xz + yz  ^ ' /xy + xz + yz 
0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
(2.80) 2 _ , 
[(/p + /q + /r)^  + 1] 
?# ^^ *'*^ 3^/2 / t^ expf- 1 + 1)} sin(t) U(t) dt 
8 (nxyz)3/2 -» 4 x y z 
#? "^ *'*^ 3^/2 " sin(/u) ; + Ç + h} 
16 (ffxyz)3/2 4 X y z 
U(x,y,z) /xyz r 1X32 i 
8 /2 (xy + yz + xz)2  ^2(xy + xz + yz) 
[D3 ( .  /2xyz ) _ B3( _^ _^)1, 
'• /xy + xz + yz /xy + yz + xz J 
0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < », 
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(b) Let f(x) = cos(x) U(x) 
2 
? — a 0(P)» 0 < Re(p) < eo. 
pf + 1 
Hence by using (2.74), we get 
(2.81) v^ Pgr (/p + /q + •?) 
[(/p + /q + /r)^  + 1] 
' M - M "  
0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
(c) Let f(x) = Jy(x) U(x) 
? r/gfCpZ + 1)1/2 _ pj2 g *(p), 
(p2 + 1)1/2 
0 < Re(p) < », Re(y) > -1. 
Thus by using (2.74) and (2.75) respectively, we have 
{[(/p + /q + /r)2 + l]l/2 - (/p + /q + /r)) /p^  
(2 .82 )  ^  — — 1 
[(/p + /q + /r)2 + l]l/2 
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" "if ' 
v^/2^ 2(.xy + xz + yz)]' 
Re(y) > -1, 0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
{[(/P + /q + /r)2 + l]l/2 - (/p + /q + /r)) pqr 
(2.83) -i — 1 
[(/p + /q + /F)^  + l]l/2 
. . .  '•<§ * °-p'2,hv"Î Z^ 4. 
4 r(i; + 1) (xy + xz + yz)^ /^  
' M3 y(xy + yg), Re(p) > -1, 0 < Re(/p + i/q + t/r) < «. 
2'2 
(d) Let f(x) = x*Jy(x) U(x) 
2" p r ( u  +  | )  
* (p2. 
Re(y) > -1/2, 0 < Re(p) < ». 
Hence by using (2.74), we get 
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(2.84) 
/pgr U(x,y,z) r(f + p 
[(/p + 4 * 2'+i , r(>. * 1) 
1 F r'+i/z . _ xyz 1 
rl/l , 1 . lvnf+1/2 1 lLy+1 ' xy + xz + yz-" ' 
+ y + ;)] 
Re(y) > -1/2, 0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
(e) Let f(x) = exp(-ax) U(x) 
? p ^  g a *(p), -Re(a) < Re(p) < ». 
Thus by using (2.74) and (2.75) respectively, we get 
(2.85) — B^ï_ ... . 
(i/p + i/q + i/r + a) n  i/xy + yz + xz 
exp( gfxyz 
xy + xz + yz ) Erfc( 
2a/xyz 
xy + xz + yz ) ,  
-Re(a) < Re(/p + j/q + /r) < ». 
(2 .86 )  -Ea£ 3 U(x,y,z) /xyz 
Wp + /q + /r + a) 4 (^ y + xz + yz) 
-p'2(.yr:.yz,' >• /xy + xz + yz 
-Re(a) < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
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(f) Let f(x) = H^ ^^ (x) U(x) 
 ^ m  ^sinh ^ (p)] a 0(p), 
• (p2 + 1)1/2 
0 < Re(p) < ». 
Therefore by using (2.74) and (2.75) we obtain the following 
operational results. 
<2-87> — . , 775 [1 4. 2-i sinh-Hc/; * /i * /F)}] 
[(/p + /q + /r)2 + l]l/2  ^
n  /xy'I'xz * yi Ï  x z  *  yz)' ' 
. ri f xyz 1 1 t xyz 
0 2(xy + xz + yz) tt o'2(xy + xz + yz) 
0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ®. 
(2.88) 2 pqr [1 + sinh ^ {(i/p + /q + /r)}] 
[(•p + /q + /r)2 + l]l/2 
exp{ ~ xyz , ^  f xyzei* , 
*:(xy + xz + yz)3/2  ^2(xy + xz + yz) -3 ^  xy+xz+yz' 
0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
(g) Let f(x) = Yo(x) U(x) 
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— 57^  log{(p2l/2 + 1) - p} • 0(p), 
I t  ( p ^  +  1 ) 1 / 2  
0 < Re(p) < 00. 
Hence by using (2.74) we have 
( 2 . 8 9 )  — — —  J  l o g { [ ( / p + / q + / r ) ^  +  1 ] ^ / ^  -  ( i / p + i / q V r ) }  
[(/p + /g + }/vr + 1] 
' • ' /xy + xl + y£ ****:(%? +yz) ^  
• o^^ 2(xy +%z + yz)^  ' ° < Re(/p + /q + /F) < ». 
(h) Let f(x) = Jy(ax) Jy(bx) U(x) 
)2 + 
?  — ^  Q  i < ^ — =  * ( P ) ,  
jr /ab v--^  
0 < Re(p) < », Re(y) > -1/2. 
Hence by (2.75) we have 
(2.90) pgr Q + ^ 9 Wr)^  + + b'] 
""2 
?# L{u J/a/u) J/Vu) ; + ^  + h) 
16 (ffxyz)-^ /-^  4 X y z 
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àài (ab)"+l/2 22^ -2 U(x,y,z) r(t> + 2) (xyz)"*!/^  
r(2p + 1) (xy + xz + yz)^ *2 
. /exph cos(*) + xyz} . 
Jg  ^ xy + XZ + yz  ^
:ii -• \y^ ;r/x: i 
0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < «, Re(r) > -1/2. 
Theorem 5 
Let 0(p) = f(x), then 
(2.91) /pqr 0(/p + /q + /r) =•=•= [ ^ + ç + ^  ] 
2 /xyz xyz 
2 
/ t exp[-| (1 + 1 + i)] f(t) dt. 
and 
(2.92) (M /r + pr + rq /p>  ^  ^
(/p + /q + /r) 
Proof ; Since 0(p) = f(x), we have 
09 
(2.93) 0(»/p + t/q + /r) = (/p + /q + /r) / exp[-(/p+/q+|/r)x] f(x) dx. 
"08 
Equation (2.93) is now written as 
(2.94) + /g + /r) _ J exp[-(/p + /q + /r)t] f(t) dt. 
W p  + /q + /r) -» 
Let us multiply (2.94) by p/qr, then we get 
(2.95) — P — 0(/p + /q + /r) 
(/p + /q + /r) 
CO 
= / p exp(-t/p) /q exp(-t/q) /r exp(-t/r) f(t) dt. 
-08 
But 
(2.96) exp(- 7^ ) U(x) ? /p exp(-/p), 
/ttx * * 
and 
(2.97) J -  exp(- 7^ ) U(x) = p exp(Vp). 
2 i/ff x3/2  ^* 
Let p = pt^  and x = x/t^ , then (2.96) and (2.97) respectively become 




- t t2 (2.99) p exp(-ti/p) A _ , exp(- j-) U(x). 
2 )/jr x3/2 ** 
Upon substituting (2.98) and (2.99) into the right side of equation 
(2.95), we obtain 
(2.100) _ P — ^(/P + /q + /r) 
(j/p + /q + i/r) 
4# / t exp[- f è  +  ^  +  h i  f(t) dt. 
2 x/xyz -co 4 X y z 
Now by multiplying (2.94) by q i/pr and r we respectively get 
(2.101) _ 9 —— 0(^ p + /q + /F) 
(/p + /q + /r) 
3^/2^ '^ —  ^exp[- I + è + f(t) dt, 
2 rr ' y/xyz -» 
and 
(2.102) _ ^  (^/p + /q + /F) 
(/p + /q + /r) 
/ t exp[- S^ (l + i + i)] f(t) dt, 
2 *3/2 z/xyz -00 4 X y z 
Next on adding equation (2.100), (2.101) and (2.102), we have 
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(2.103) /pgr. 0(/p + |/q + /r) f?* [ w è "*" » 1 * 
2 /xyz * y z 
00 2 
• / t exp[-S (1 + 1 + ^ )] f(t) dt. 
—00 * 
Result (2.92) is proved in a similar manner • 
Examples based on the above theorem: 
(a) Let f(x) = x "  U(x) 
? a 0(p)» Re(y) > -1, 0 < Re(p) < ». 
By using (2.91) and (2.92) respectively, we get the bilateral 
operational result 
(2.104) 
(/p + /g + /r)^ *l 
' y ' z] A"' 
2'' r(| + 1) (xyz) 
v - 1  
2 
,r3/2 p^ j, + 1) (xy + xz + yz) u / 2  
U(x,y,z) 
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0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < », Re(y) > -1. 
(2.105) " + pr + "i /P) 
(/P * /q + /F)'+2 
,_ Ij? » ïè • îèl A"' ^ è • J)] « 4 r(, + i) /ZfE »? ?= o 
UCXfYfZ) (X + y + z) r (»»+i)/2 . 1(1 + 1 + 1)1 
••• 8 (.xyz))/: r<. + 1) ' ' - Ï ' 
2" r(^ :L^ ) (xyz)''/^  (X + y + z) 
0/2 <'t>3')/2 u(x,y,z), 
r(y +1) (xy + xz + zy)(^ 3;/z 
0 < Re(/p + •q + /r) < », Re(y) > -1. 
(b) Let f(x) = exp(-ax) U(x) 
? p ^  g a 0(p)» -Re(a) < Re(p) < ». 
Then by using (2.91) and (2.92) respectively, we obtain 
(2.106) 
(/p + /q + /r + a) 
=== [j + è + J" t exp{- Î (5 + I + 5)} exp(-ot) dt 
2 i/xyz «xyz 
"• 7^% [^44] '• %<h h Î» 
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Ht [4- - Erfct-^ a^ l 
V ' Yxyz /xy+xz+yz  ^  ^ /xy+xz+yz 
-Re(o) < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
(2.107) <pq + gf /g + qr /p) 
(/p + /q + /F + a) 
(* * y 3/2^  L( /t e-*^ t , l(i + i + 1)} u(x,y,z) 
8(jrxyz)^ ^^  4 x y z 
.à U(K,y,z) (x + y + z) ["(2 g xyz + xy + xz + yz) 
(xy + xz + yz)2 L 2 /xy + xz + yz 
Erfc ) - a /ffE 1 
+ XZ + yzj J ./xy 
- Re(a) < Re(/p + /q + /r) < » 
(c) Let f(x) = sinh(ox) U(x) 
? _* F _ a 0(p)» |Re(a)| < Re(p) < «. 
p - o 
By using (2.91) and (2.92) respectively, we obtain the relations 
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(2.108) ° (/p + /q + i/r) 
[(/p + /q + /r)^  - a^ ] 
2^ 3^/2'^  ^Cx * y * z] ®*P^ " % (% * y * sinh(at) dt 
??? "^ 3/2'^  ^[% * y * z] sinh(a/w); f(j + ^  + j)} 
4 /xyz 
^^ P^ xy°/xz + yz^  
It /xy + zx + yz 
|Re(a)| < Re(/p + /q + /r) < «. 
(2.109) a (pg /F + pr /q + qr /p) 
[(/p + /q + /r)^  - a^ ] 
t# : y ' ;"t: Sinh(at) exp[.f (i + 1 + §)] dt 
4 (nxyz)3/2 0 4 X y z 
&AA (X + y + z) U(X'y'Z) exDr__E!nz___i . 
' " /- 3/2 . _ . . .3/2 Pi2(xy + xz + yz)*" 
t/2 (xy + zx + yz) 
-3 
- ° /xyz I _ 
/xy + xz + yzj ^ 
g /xyz 
/xy + xz + yz, 
|Re(a)| < Re(/p + /q + /r) < ». 
(d) Let f(x) = x^ Jy(x) U(x) 
64 
2" r ( v  + 5) p 
(p:. 1,-1/: • 
0 < Re(p) < », Re(y) > -1/2, 
Hence by using (2.91) and (2.92) respectively, we obtain . 
(2.HO) /Mr Wf + /q + •?) 
M p  *  4 * * ijC+l/Z) 
u(x,y,z) 
rcc + 2) /«yz 
L{ w"/2j.(/w) + y + 5^  } 
"-2 
•" .. -p(- XV 7 L  . •->-
2' 
2" , r(r * i) (xy * xz * yz)2 xy t xz • yz 
0 < Re(/p + /q + |/r) < <», Re(f) > -1/2. 
(2.111) (pq / r  + pr /q + qr /p) 
[(/P 4. /g * /F)2 + i]<wl/2) 
(X . y <• z) U(x,Y,z) J. exp[-| (i . i . i,] at 
16 I T  r ( p  *  i) (xyz)^'^ 0 4 X y 2 
(X . y . z) U(x,y,z) i{t(,+l)/2 J , 1(1 + 1 + i)} 
32 IT r(j> + 1) (xyz)'/' «xyz 
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AAA, 2*"^  (x + y + z) (xyz)^ /2-l r(t> + 3/2) 
i r  [r(y + 1)]2 (xy + xz + yz)(^ *l)/2 
®*^ ''2 (xy + xz + yz)] _ y^ xy + xz + yz^  U(x,y,z) 
2 '2 
0 < Re(/p + v'q + i/r) < 00, Re(y) > -1. 
(e) Let f(x) = Jy(ax) Jy(bx) U(x) 
0 < Re(p) < «, Re(y) > -1/2. 
By using (2.91) and (2.92) respectively, we obtain the relation 
(2.112) /RF (/; 4. /q + /F) 0 [^(/p •> v'W?)' * a' * 
 ^e.p(-
0 < Re(/p + i/q + /r) < », Re(y) > -1/2. 
(2.113) (pq /? + pr /q + qr /p) Q Y')^  + a^  + b^ J 
2^ 
=?? I^ ab (X + y + z) L{/t J/a/t) J^ (bv/t) ; t(j + J + ;)} U(x,y,z) 
8 JT (xyz)^ /^  4 X y z 
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2^ *1 /ab (x + y + z) (xyz)" r(y + 3/2) 
[r(y + 1)]2 (xy + xz + yz)^ *3/2 
rP+i, f+| r*2' 
2 2 \ u + l ,  2r+l ' xy 
4 xyz 1 
+ xz + yzj U(x,y,z) 
0 < Re(/p + /q + /F) < «, Re( f )  > -1/2, 
(f) Let f(x) = J^ (x/2) U(x) 
2p K 
(p2 + 1)1/2 
• , (p2 + 1)1/2 
0(p), 0 < Re(p) < ». 
By using (2.91), we obtain 
/pqr (i/p + /q + /r) K 
(2.114) 
.[(/pVqVF)^ * l]l/2 J 
[(/p + /q + /r)2 + i] 
1/2 
. UCXfY'Z) F r 1/2. xyz 1 
"• 2 1 iL 1 ' xy + xz + yz J' 
0 < Re(/p + /q + /r) < 00. 
(g) Let f(x) = x** ly(x) U(x) 
, P r(. * I) ,  P ,,,) 
2 (p'' - 1) 
(p2 - 1)1/2 
0(P), 
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1 < Re(p) < », Re(y +«)>-!. 
Hence by using (2.91) and (2.92) respectively, we get the bilateral 
relations 
(2.115) i/pqr (i/p + /q + /r) -ur /P + /g + /r 
[(/p + /q + /F)2 - ' L[(/P + /g _+ - l]l/2 
V  
2" r(| +1+1) (xyz)^ U(x,y,z) 
y_l 
+ 1) r(M + y + 1) (xy + xz + yz)^  ^  
®*^ 2^(xy + xz + yz)^  £^ xy + xz + yz^ ' 
2 2'2 
1 < Re(/p + /q + i/r) < », Re(r + ju) > -1. 
(pq i/r + pr /g + qr /p) -a (/p + /q + /r) 
_ _ £+1 'y 
[(/p + /q + /F) - l] 2 [(/P + /q + /F)2 -
(X + y + z) (xyz)(^ "l)/2 + § + |) 
4 r(y + w + 1) r(^  + 1) (xy + zx + yz)^ *^ /^  
( 525 ) , 
V , u xy + xz + yz ' M 
-2-1' 2 
1 < Re(/p + /q + /F) < 00, Re(y + m) > -1/2. 
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CHAPTER III. TWO DIMENSIONAL UNILATERAL LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
Introduction 
This chapter deals with the computation of two dimensional 
unilateral Laplace transform pairs using the known one dimensional 
Laplace transform pairs. Section A deals with original functions of 
the form F[(l/x + 1/y)^ ] while section B deals with original functions 
of the form F[(l/x + l/y)~^ ]. 
The theorems in section A are based on ideas obtained from theorem 
2 in a paper by Dahiya [4] and the other related papers by Dahiya, see 
[5], [6], [7] and [8]. We have formulated theorems involving Laplace 
transforms of the form: 
In theorem 1 we have considered the following choices of a and 0 :  a  =  
5 ,  p  =  -3/2, -1/2 and 1/2, a = 6, 0  = -1/2 and 1/2. In theorem 2 ,  
we take a = 3, 0 => -3/2 and 1/2, a = 4, 0 = -1/2, 1/2. For theorem 
3, we choose a = 2 with 0 = -1/2 and 1/2. 
By the way the theorems in this section are formulated, the 
computation of the two dimensional Laplace transforms require the 
knowledge of the Laplace transforms of functions of the form f(x*), 
where j € z, and the Laplace transform of f(x) is known. The 
computation of such Laplace transforms involve several complicated 
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integrations of certain special functions. Therefore, unless the 
Laplace transform of f(x*) Is readily available, the use of these 
theorems to compute two dimensional Laplace transform pairs is not very 
appealing. We have given several new Laplace transform pairs using the 
theorems in this section. 
Theorems 4, 5, and 6 given in section B are also based on Ideas 
from theorem 3 in [4]. The three theorems here Involve two dimensional 
Laplace transform of functions of the form: 
(^r #^r]. 
In this section we have considered fractional values of a. In theorem 
4, we have considered a = -3/2, with 0 = -3/2, -1/2, 1/2 and 3/2. In 
theorem 5, we let a = -1/2, and 0 = -3/2, -1/2, 1/2 and 3/2. In 
theorem 6, we take a = 1/2 and p = -3/2, -1/2 and 1/2. 
The results obtained here, unlike those in section A, are easily 
adaptable for obtaining two dimensional Laplace transform pairs. We 
have therefore given several new Laplace transform pairs. 
Finally, recall the definition of the unilateral Laplace transform 
in one and two dimensions respectively as 
03 
F(p) = L{f(x) ; p } = / exp(-px) f(x) dx and 
0 
F(p,q) = L-{f(x,y) ; p, q} = /"exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy. 
0 0 
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Two dimensional unilateral Laplace transforms of functions of the form 
F[(x"l + 
Theorem 1 
Let (i) 0(p) = L { f(x) ; p }, 
(ii) F(p) = L { x^ /Z ; p }, 
(iii) Gj(p) = L { xi f(x*) ; p }, j = 1,...,7, 
and let f(x), x^ ^^ 0(l/x) and x^ f(x^ ), j = 1,...,7, be each 
continuous and absolutely integrable on (0, «). Then 
(3 •1) Lgjfl + (xy)-3/2 F[2-6(i + 1)%] ; p , q| 
= 2^ ° *3/2 Gi(/p + /q) 
+ 2^  ^11 *3/2 (/p + /q) G2(/p + /q) 
+ 2^  ^*3/2 (^ p + /q)2 G2(/p + /q), for j = 1,2,3; 
(3.2) Lgjfl + (xy)-l/2 F[2'®(i + i)2] ; p , q| 
3 2^ 5 ,3/2 
/pq 
GgC/p + /q) 
7 pl3 3/2 _ 
+ — (/P + /q) GaC/q + /q) 
/pq 
,13 3/2 _ _ , 
+ — (/P + /q) G5(/p + /q), for j = 3,4,5; 
/pq 
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(3.3) Lgjfl + (xy)^ /2 p[2-6(l + 1)2] , p , q| 
q ,13 ,3/2 
— §75- G3(/p + /q) 
(p q)3/2 
, -12 3/2 
+ ?75~ + /q) G^ C/p + Vq) 
(P q)3/2 
, -12 3/2 _ _ 
+ ttt" (/p + /q)^  G5(/p + /q) 
(p q)3/2 
-11 3/2 _ _ _ 
+ 3^  (/p + /q) Gg(/p + /q) (p q) 
+ ^ p q (/p + /q)^  GyC/p + /q), for j = 3,...,7; 
(3.4) L2{(i + |)® (xy)'^ /2 F[2-6(i + ±)2] ; p , q| 
,, ,14 3/2 
— (/p + /q) G2(/p + /q) 
/pq 
q -14 3/2 _ _ _ 
+ — (/p + /q) G3(/p + /q) 
/pq 
-14 3/2 _ _ 
+ IZ (/p + /q) G4(i/p + /q), 
/pq 
for j = 2, 3, 4; 
and 
(3.5) L2((j + l)*(xy)l/: F[2-6(i + i)2] , p , q| 
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, -14 3/2 
775" (P + q) GgO/p + /g) 
(P q)3/2 
12 3/2 
+ r^rr [3(p^ /^  + q^ /^ ) + 4(/p + j/q)^ ] G^ C/p + /q) 
(P q)3/2 
,12 3/2 _ _ _ _ _ 
+ TT^ (/p + /q) [3/pq + (/p + /q)^] GsCv/p + /q) 
(p q)3/2 
,12 3/2 _ 
+ p q (/p + /q) Gg(/p + /q), for j = 3, 4, 5, 6; 
provided the integrals on the left of equations (3.1) to (3.5) exist as 
absolutely convergent integrals in each of the variables x and y. 
Proof : From (i) we have 
1 " 0(-) = / exp(- ^ ) f(v) dv, from which we get 
0 
(3.6) u^ /^  0(^ ) = / u^ /^  exp(- ^ ) f(v) dv. 
0 
Now multiply both sides of (3.6) by exp(-su), Re(s) > 0 and integrate 
with respect to u over the interval (0, «) to get 
00 00 OP 
(3.7) / 0(-) exp(-su) du = / / exp(-su - -) f(v) dv du. 
0 " 0 0 " 
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Since the Integral on the right side of (3.7) is absolutely convergent, 
we change the order of integration to obtain 
( 
(3.8) / exp(-su) 0(^ ) du = / f(v) 1/ exp( 
0 " 0 I 0 
-su - ^ ) du dv. 
But from Roberts and Kauffman [17], we have 
(3.9) / exp(-su - ^ ) du = 2 ~ ^ / i r  s"5/^ (3 + 6/vs + 4vs) exp(-2/vs) 
0 
Next using (ii) on the left side of (3.8) and evaluating the inner 
integral on the right side of (3.8) by using (3.9), we get 
(3.10) F(s) = 2~Vff / (3 + 6/vs + 4vs) exp(-2/vs) f(v) dv. 
0 
Now let s = 2~® in (3.10), then we obtain 
(3.11) + 1)^  f[2"® (j + ^ )^ ] = 3 2"/ff /^ expj- !^ (i + i)| f(v) dv 
+ 3 2^  ^/tt / (x y) e*p|" + ^ )| /v f(v) dv 
+ 2® /ir / (j + expj- !^ (j + p)) v f(v) dv. 
Next let us make the substitution v = w* in (3.11), to get 
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(3.12) F[2 ® (j + ^ )^ ] = 3 2^ Vjr / %(**) dw 
+ 3 2^  ^»/ff / w® (j + ij exp(- - 5^ ) f(w*) dw 
2^  ^(/ff / + i) exp(- - ^ ) f(w*) dw. 
Let us multiply both sides of (3.12) by (xy)"^ /^  exp(-xp - yq), 
Re(p) > 0 and Re(q) > 0, and then integrate with respect to x and y 
over the the interval (0, »), we get 
3.13) / / (xy)"3/2 exp(-xp - yq) f[2"® (^  + J)^ ] dx dy 
0 0 * » Jf 
= 2^ 1 S  ; [/ (48*3 + 12*5(1 + k  + w^ (i + h ^ )  
0 qL 0^  * y X Y J 
• expj-^ -(l + 1) - xp - yq| (xy)"3/2 f(w*) dwj dx dy. 
The integral on the right side of (3.13) is absolutely convergent. 
Therefore changing the order of integration, we obtain 
3.14) / / fè + è)^  (xy)"3/2 exp(-xp - yq) f[2"® (^  + 1)^ ] dx dy 
0 0 * jf 
0» p 00 2 
= 3 2^ 5 /ff / w^  f(w*) / x"3/2 exp(- xp - ^ ) dx 
0 L 0 ** 
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• / exp(-yq - dy] dw + 3 2^  ^i/jr / w® f(w*) • 
0 «y J 0 
[/^  + x"3/2y"5/2j exp(-xp~-yq-^ ) dx dyj dw 
2^  ^i/ff / yp f(w*) [/ / + 2(xy)"S/2 + x 3/2y"7/2l 
0 L 0 0^  ' 
1 
exp(-xp - 45 • yq - ^ ) dx dy dw. 
But from [17], we have 
00 2 
(3.15) / x"3/2 exp(-xp - ^ ) dx = 2 /n w~^  exp(-w/p), 
CD 2 




(3.17) f x"7/2 exp(-xp - f-) dx = 2^  w~® (3 + 3wi/p + w^ p) exp(-w/p). 
0 
On evaluating the inner integrals on the right side of (3.14) using 
(3.15), (3.16) and (3.17), we get 
(3.18) L2{(1 + i)5 (xy)-3/2 F[2-®(i + i)^ ] ; p , q| 
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00 
= 3 2^  ^t/jr / f(w*) [2^  I t  w~^  exp{-w(/p + /q)}] dw 
0 
00 
+ 3 2^  ^i/jr / w® f(w*) [2^  JT w~^  {2 + w(/p + /q)} • 
0 
00 
• exp{-w(/p + j/q)}] dw + 2^^ /jt / \P f(w*) [2^ tt w~® • 
0 
• {8 + 5w(/p + /q) + w^ </p + /q)^ } exp{-w(i/p + /q)}] dw 
00 
= 2^ ® / w exp[-w(/p + v/q)] f(w*) dw 
0 
00 
+ 11 2^  ^ (/p + v/q) / w^  exp[-w(/p + /q)] f(w*) dw 
0 
oo 
+ 2^  ^ (/p + /q)^  / w^  exp[-w(/p + j/q)] f(w*) dw. 
0 
Now using (iii) with j = 1, 2, 3 we obtain the required result (3.1): 
(xy)"^ /^  F[2-6(i + i)2] ; p , q| 
= 2^ ° *3/2 Gi(/p + i/q) 
+ 2^ ® 11 (i/p + /q) G2(/p + /q) 
+ 2^  ^*3/2 (/p + j/q)2 G3(i/p + /q). 
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Next to show (3.2), we multiply both sides of equation (3.12) by 
(xy)"l/2 exp(-xp - yq), with Re(p) > 0, Re(q) > 0. We then integrate 
with respect to x and y over the interval (0, »). The resulting 
integral is absolutely convergent, so we change the order of 
integration to obtain 
(3. '19) / / (j + (xy)"^ /^  exp(-xp - yq) F[2'® (j + i)^ ] dx dy 
0 0 
3 2^ 5 /ÎF / f(w*) 
- CO 2 
f  exp(- xp - ^ ) dx 
L 0 ** 
oo 2 T w 
/ y"l/2 exp(-yq - ~) dy dw + 3 2^  ^/ir / w^  f(w*) 
0 *y J n 
[/ / jx"3/2y"l/2 + x-l/2y"3/2j exp(-xp-^ -yq-^ ) dx dyj dw 
0 0 
+ 2^  ^i/jr / w"^  f(w*) / /"(x-5/2y-l/2 + 2(xy)-3/2 + 
0 or ' 
w^  w^  1 
exp(-xp - 4% - yq - 4^  ^dx dyj dw. 
But from [17], we have 
00 2 
(3.20) / x"l/2 exp(-xp - ^ ) dx 
0 
w"^ /^  exp(-w/p). 
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On evaluating the inner Integrals on the right side of (3.19) using 
(3.15), (3.16) and (3.20), we get 
(3.21) L2((j + i)® (xy)-l/2 F[2"®(j + ; P , q) 
00 
= 3 2^  ^/if / f(w*) [-^  exp{-w(/p + /q)}] dw 
0 /pq 
+ 3 2^  ^ f(w^ ) \~~2 (^ P /q) w ^  exp{-w(/p + /g)}] dw 
0 /pq 
oo 
+ 2^  ^ / w* f(w*) {(/pVq) + w(/p+/q)^ } exp{-w(/p+|/q)}w dw 
0 /pq 
3 -15 3/2 " _ _ . 
2^: / w exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw 
/p q 0 
7 «13 3/2 _ " . _ . 
+ (/p + /q) / w exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw 
/P q 0 
-13 _3/2 _ _ " _ _ . 
+ 2%:— (/p + /q) / exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw. 
/p q 0 
Now using (ill) with j = 3, 4 and 5 in (3.21), we get 
P[2-*(l * i)2] ; p , g} 
3 2" ,3/2 
/pq 
G3(/p + /q) 
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7 ,13 ,3/2 
+ — (/P + /q) GjC/q + i/q) 
/pq 
,13 3/2 _ . 
+ — (/p + /q) GgC/p + /q). 
/pq 
We now show (3.3) by multiplying both sides of (3.12) by ' 
(xy)l/2 exp(-xp - yq), with Re(p) > 0, Re(q) > 0 and integrating with 
respect to x and y over the interval (0, *). On changing the order of 
integration of the resulting integrals on the right, since it is 
absolutely convergent, we obtain 
(3.22) / / fl + (xy)^ /^  exp(-xp - yq) f[2"® + h^ ] dx dy 
0 0 * y 
3 2^  ^v/tt / w^  f(w*) 
r 00 2 
/ x^ /Z exp(- xp - ^ ) dx • 
0 " 
CO 2 n 09 
/ yl/2 exp(-yq - %-) dy dw + 3 2^  ^ / w^  f(w*) 
0 «y J n 
+ x"l/2yl/2j exp(-xp-^ -yq-^ ) dx dyj dw 
2^  ^/jT / w^  f(w*) [/ / (x"3/2yl/2 + 2(xy)"l/2 + 
0 L 0 0^  ' 
w2 w2 
exp(-xp - 4^  - yq - ^ ) dx dy dw. 
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00 2 
(3.23) / exp(-xp - ^ ) dx = 2~^  /ff w"3/2(i + w/p) exp(-W(/p). 
0 
Now on evaluating the inner integrals on the right side of (3.22) by 
using (3.15), (3.20) and (3.23) and then simplifying we obtain 
L2{<5 + (xy)^ /2 F[2-®(i + i)2i ; p , q| 
1 ol3 _3/2 », _ . 
= 77=- / ^  exp{-w(/p + i/q)} f(w*) dw 
(p q)3/2 0 
3 ,13 3/2 _ " . _ . 
+ 57^  (/p + /q) / w exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw 
(p q)3/2 0 
o ,12 .3/2 _ _ " _ _ . 
-7— (i/p + /q) / w^  exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w*) dw 
(p q)3/2 0 
,11 _3/2 _ , " . _ . 
(/p + /q) / w® exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw 
(p q)3/Z 0 
,11 _3/2 _ _ " _ _ . 
—— (/p + /q) / w exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw. 
P 4 n 
Now by using (iii) with j = 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, result (3.3) follows 
2^(^ 5 + (xy)^ /2 F[2"®(i + i)2] ; p , qj 
, ,13 3/2 
— ^ G3(/p + /q) 
(P q)3/2 
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, ml2 3/2 _ 
+ (/p + /q) GaC/p + /g) 
(P q)3/2 
1 nl2 3/2 _ _ 
+ (/P + /q) GgC/p + /q) 
(P q)3/2 
«11 _3/2 _ _ _ 
+ TTT (/p + /q) Gg(^ p + /q) 
(p q)3/2 
nil ,3/2 _ _ 
+ P q (/p + /q) GfC/p + /q) 
To show (3.4) we multiply through (3.10) by s^ ^^ , which gives 
(3.24) s^ F(s) -  2  ^  [ / ITS  f  ( 3  +  6/vs + 4vs) exp(-2/vs) f(v) dv, 
0 
and let s = with v = w* in order to get 
(3.25) (i + i)S[2-6 (1 + 1)2] 
= 3 2^  ^/jT / (j + 1) exp(- f(w*) dw 
+ 3 2^  ^i/ff exp^ - ^  f(w*) dw 
+ 2^  ^v/jT y^ w? + ij expj- f(w*) dw. 
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Now multiply both sides of (3.25) by (xy)"^ '^  ^exp(- xp - yq), with 
Re(p) > 0, Re(q) > 0, and integrate with respect to x and y over the 
interval (0, »). Since the resulting integral on the right side is 
absolutely convergent, we change the order of integration to obtain 
(3.26) (xy)"l/2 exp(-xp - yq) f[2"® (i + ^ )2] dx dy 
= 3 2^  ^v/ff /V f(w*) f/" ;"ix-3/2y-l/2 + • 
0 L 0 0 
w2 *2 
exp(- xp - •jj - yq - -j^ ) dx dy dw 
+ 3 2^  ^i/ff / w^  f(w*) [/ / {x"S/2y"l/2 + 2(xy)"^ /2 + 
0  L o o  
jj-l/2y-5/2j exp(_ xp - ^  - yq - ^ ) dx dyj dw 
+ 2^  ^/Î / yp f(w*) f/ / {x"7/2y-l/2 + 3x-5/2y-3/2 ^  
0  L o o  
3x 3/2y-5/2 ^  X exp(- xp - ^  - yq - ^ ) dx dyj dw. 
Next we evaluate the inner integrals on the right side of (3.26) by 
using (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) and (3.20), to get 
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(3.27) L2{(i + i)® (xy)"^ /2 F[2-®(i + i)2] ; p , q| 
-, ,14 3/2 _ " _ _ . 
— (/p + /q) / exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w*) dw 
/pq 0 
+ ^  ^   ^ (/p + /q)^  / exp{-w(/p + j/q)} E(w*) dw 
/pq 0 
,14 3/2 _ _ " . _ . 
+ — (/p + /q) / w exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw. 
/pq 0 
Now by using (iii) with j = 2, 3 and 4 on the right side of (3.27), it 
follows that 
L2{(j + F[2"G(1 + i)2] ; p , q| 
,14 3/2 
= — (/p + /q) G2(/p + i/q) 
/pq 
g ,14 3/2 _ _ 
+ — (i/p + /q) G3(i/p + /q) 
/pq 
,14 3/2 _ _ 
+ — (/P + /q) G4(/p + /q). 
/pq 
Finally, we obtain result (3.5) by considering (3.26) with (xy)"^ /^  
replaced by (xy)^ /^ . 
(3.28) / / fj + (xy)^ /2 exp(-xp - yq) f[2"® (^  + h^ ] dx dy 
0 0 * i 
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= 3 2^® /ff J" £(w^) [/ / {x"l/2yl/2 + jjl/2y-l/2j , 
0  L o o  
1 
exp(- xp - - yq - •j^ ) dx dy J dw 
3 2^  ^/ff / w® f(w*) [/ / {x"3/2yl/2 + 2(xy)"l/2 + 
0  L o o  
jjl/2y-3/2j gxp(- xp - ^  - yq - ^ ) dx dyj dw 
+ 2^  ^/ff / w^  f(w*) 
0 
"y" + 3x-3/:y-i/2 + 
0 0 
3x-l/2y-3/2 + exp(- xp - ^  - yq - ^ ) dx dyj dw. 
Now evaluating the inner integrals on the right side of (3.28) by using 
(3.15), (3.16), (3.20) and (3.23), we obtain 
(3.29) Lgjfl + ^ )® (xy)^ /2 pfg-Gfl + 1)2] ; p , q| 
14 3/2 " o _ _ A 
775- (P + q) / w exp{-w(/p + j/q)} f(w ) dw 
(P q)3/2 0 
12 3/2 
+ {^ 3(p3/2 + q3/2) + 4(/p + /q)^  } 
(P q)3/2 
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• / exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w^ ) dw 
0 
,12 3/2 _ _ - r _ _ _ o 
+ 3^  (/P + /q) I 3/pq + (/p + /q)^  
(p q) 
00 
/ exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w*) dw 
0 
,12 3/2 _ _ , " _ . 
— (i/p + /q) / w exp{-w(/p + /q)} f(w ) dw. 
P4 A 
By using (iii) with j = 3, 4, 5 and 6, we get the result (3.5) 
F[2-G(l + i)2] ; p , qj 
q ol4 3/2 
= 77^  (P + q) G3(/p + /q) 
(P q)3/2 
12 3/2 
+ [3(p3/2 + q3/2) + 4(/p + |/q)^ ] GaC/p + /q) 
(p q)3/: 
12 3/2 
+ (/p + /q)^  [3/M + (/P + |/q)^ ] GgC/p + /q) 
(P q)3/2 
,12 3/2 _ _ 
+ p q (/p + /q) Gg(/p + /q) • 
Examples based on theorem 1: 
(a) Let f(t) = t® exp(-a/t), 
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2 
then *(x) = 2"V""^ r(2a + 2) exp(|-) D _ 
8x -20-z 
Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > 0 and Re(a) > 0, 
F(x) = r(2a+2) r(2o+7) x"^ /^ (x -
 ^ 2/x 
and F[2"G(1 + 1)2] = r(2a + 2) r(2a + 7) [2"®(j + ^ )^  - 3^] 
Thus G.(p) = exp(-at^ ) ; p} ] 
Re(a) > - (j + l)/4, for j = 
Hence by using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) respectively, we get 
2" ' r(4a f 2) ([/P + /Si') f/p * /q 
r (2a + 2) r (2a + 7 )  '  ^  - 4 a - 2 [  
+ 11 2"" 1/2 
" " (/P ^  expfi^ l D.,„.3 




+ 2^ ° If r(4a + 4) (/p + /q)^  
a2a+2 r(2a + 2) r(2a + 7) 




. /2S , 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(3.31) . i,2 -1V"-' ,P.q 
l/xy 
,2°': /R r(2a * 2, r(2a . 7) 




+ 2^  ff r(4a + 6) (/p + /q)2 f(/pVq)^ ) - _|/PVi 
/pq r(2a + 2) r(2a + 7) i j " "" I /^  , 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(3-32) + f): - i I p ' 1 
i/xy 
21 2° /2 . r<4a + 3) W e  *  •q) f(/pVq)2l 
g2o+3/2 r(2a + 2) r(2a + 7) I / "" 
/P+/q 
/2a 
+ 3 2^ j; r(4a . 4) (/p . 4)2 
afG+Z /pq r(2a + 2) r(2a +7) I i 
/p+/q 
/2a 
+ 2^  /2 TT r(4a + 5) (/p + /q)3 f(/5+/q)4 . 




Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(o) > -1. 
(b) Let f(x) = xC-1 oFsCa , b , c ' ]' 
then 0(p) = p"^  r(c) , b ' p > 0, Re(p) > 0, 
and F(p) = p-c-5/: r(c) r(c + |) 1 ]. 
F[2"®(i + = 26C+15 r(c) r(c + §) (1 + 
PC + 5/2 64 k xV -I 
, b ' (X + y)2 J 
°j(P> = ofsia , b , c '• kt*] ' 4 
= r(4c - 3 * j) 3F2 
P="ï4' c-5+4' 
La , b 
256k 
Re(c) > (3 - j)/4, for j = 1,...,7. 
Hence by using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) respectively, we obtain 
c + 2 . 64kx2y2 
a , b (X + y)' 
; p , q| 
2-GC+5 ,3/2 r(4c - 2) , 
r(c) r(c + |) (i/p + /q)*c-2 3 2 
c - 5, c 
•a , b 
i' c + i 256k 
(/p+/q)* 
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+ 2"^ °11 r(4c - 1) p 
r(c) r(c + |) Wp + /q)*c-2 3 2 
c - 4, c + c + 5 
a , b 
256k 
(/p+/q)* 
2"6c *3/2 r(4c) 
r(c) r(c + |) (/p + /q)*C"2 3 2 
rc + 4' c + g, c + 2 
a , b 
256k 
(/p+/q)* 
Re(c) > %, Re(/p + /q) > 0 
2"Gc 3 r3/2r(4c) 
/pq r(c) r(c + |) (/p + /q)*c 3'2La , b :[ 
C+p C+l, C+7 4 . 256k 1 
' (/p+/q)^ J 
7 2"GC"2 f3/2r(4c + 1) p 
/M r(c) r(c + |) (/p + /q)*c ^  3 
c+^ , c+^ , c+|, c+1 
256k 1 
Wâ^ J^ (/p+/q) 
2"6C"2 r3/2r(4c + 2) „ [C+g, c+^ , c+1, c+^  
5. , v 4c 
p p'i' ' = !. 256k 1 
 ^^ La . b . e fi/nWa^ J^ /pq r(c) r(c + %) (/p + /q) ^ , , c (/p+/q) 
Re(c) > 0, Re(|/p + /q) > 0 
•c + I 2..2 64 k X y 
(x + y)' 
] ! P , q) 
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21 2"'^ °"^  *3/2 r(4c - 1) p 
/M r(c) r(c + h (i/p + 3 2 
^4' 
a , b 
c+4' c+2' 256k 1 
(/pVq) 
3 2"^ °"^  *3/2 r(4c) 
/pq r(c) r(c + |) (/p + «/q)^ °"2 3 2 
rc-i, c+|, c+|, 
•a , b 
, 256k 1 
2"6C"1 *3/2 r(4c + 1) p 
/M r(c) r(c + |) (/p + /q)*:-: ^  3 
C-^ f c+^ , c+|, c+1 
a , b , c 
256k 1 
(|/p+/q) J 
Re(c) > 7, Re(/p + v^ q) > 0. 
<c) Let f(t) = t° pPg[(*} ; t ], 
then «(r) . r-°-l r(. + I) p+,Pg[(*) ' "•l i], 
Re(a) > - 1 ,  Re(p) > 0, 
and thus F(r) = r~^ '^ ^^ r(a + 1) r(a + |) F **1' ®"*"''/2. 1 ] 
2 p+2 qL(b) r J 
pTg-G,! ^  ls2i _ 260+21 r(a + 1) r(a + 7/2) 
 ^ X y J (1 + l)2a+7 
X y 
p r(a), 0+1, 0+7/2 . 64 x2y2 
P»: s L(b) ' (»+y)2 J 
Gj(r) = pFq[<«; , t*] , r } 
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= 
.(a), a^ . a*if. 
•Kb) r^J, 
j ~ 1 f # # # f 7 I 
Thus by using (3,1) and (3,4) respectively, we get 
2"6°"2 *3/2 r(4a + 2) 
r(a + 1) r(o + |) (/p + /q)**+2 
[(a)' '4' '*!• '+1' =4. 256 1 
'U), ' </5Vq>*J 
+ 11 2"G*-6 ^3/2 r(ag + 3) 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) (/p + /q)**+2 
r'*)' °4' '*1' *+!' "*§, 256 ] 
C*' sL(b), '' (/5Vq)*J 
2"G*-6 p3/2 + 4) 
Via + 1) r(a + 2) (/p + /q)4*+2 
5 .3 .7 
ria/, a+i, a-< 
p+4"q 
( ) 1 +7, ot?, 0+7 
F 4' " 2 '  ~'4. 256 1 
(b), (/p+/q)^ -^  
r • 
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Re(/p + v/q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
21 2"G°"7 *3/2 r(4o + 3) 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) (v/p + /q)**+2 ' 
[(a)' *+%' *+1' *+§, 256 • 
' 9l(b), ' W p W q ) * -
+ 9 2"G*"7 *3/2 r(4g + 4) 
r(o + 1) r(a + h (/p + /5)**+2 
r(a), o+l, a+f, a+|, 256 ] 
U^), ' (/pVi)^ -l 
2"G*"7 ^ 3/2 + 5) 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) (v/p + /q)**+2 
5 3 7 
r(a), a+^ , a+^ , a+^ , a+2 
p+4"q p_| - - - , ^ 51-^ 1 
•(b), (i/pVq)*J, 
R(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
(d) Let £(x) = 
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then 0(p) = p"®"^  [ t//(o + 1) - log p ], Re(o) > -1, Re(p) > 0, 
and F(p) = r(a + [ \l/(a + 1) + ^ (a * ~ l09 p]. 
2**+:! r(a + h 
F[2 = J  ^2a+7^  [^ (a+1) + «/'(a+j) + log 64-2 » 
" y) 
and G.(p) =  ^ * j *4^ 1 + j + 1) - log p], j = 1,...,7. 
: r(a + 1) p4*+]+i 
Thus by using (3.1) and (3.4) respectively, we get 
(3.38) L_{ [^ (o+l) + \l/(a+^ ) + log 64-2 log(j^ )] ;p , q, 
l(x+y)2*+2  ^ X y j 
"'^2 r(ta * 2) , 2) . , ^5)] 
r(a + 1) r(o + 2) (/p + /q)*=+Z 
11 2-6a-2 *3/2 r(4a + 3) 
r(o + 1) r(o + |) (/P + /q)4«+2 
2-6a-2 *3/2 r(4a + 4) 
r(a + 1) r(o + |) (/P + /q)**+2 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(o) > -1. 
(3.39) 2g + i  [^ (a+1) + 1/^ (0+^ ) + log 64-2 log(j^ )] ;p , q| 
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21 2"6a-5 r(4a + 3) 
r(a + 1) r(a + I )  W p  + 
3 2"6a-5 *3/2 r(4a + 4) 
r(a + 1) r(a + I) (/p + /q)**+2 
2-60-5 *3/2 r(4a + 5) 
i\p(.ia + 3) - log(/p + /q)] 
[\K4o + 4) - log(/p + /q) ] 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) (i/p + /q)4*+2 + 5) - log(/p + /q)], 
Re(/p + |/q) > 0, Re(o) > -1. 
(e) Let f(x) = X® sinh (2/x), 
then *(x) = (2x)"°~^ r(2a + 2) exp(^ ) [D_, (-i^ ) - D 
v/x •x 
Re(p) > 0, Rè(a) > -1, 
and F(x) = 2"^ ®"Vjr r(2a+7) x"^ /^ (x-l)"""^  
 ^ yS : kS 




. ïp-2a-4(_ ÊSZ) _ p-2a-4 8x%.| 
V2  ^ x+y' 2 x^+y/f 
Gj(p) = L{ x***3 sinh (2/x) ; p } 
for j = 1,...,7, Re(a) > - (j+2)/4. 
Hence by using (3.1) and (3.4) respectively, we get 
- exp{<''P * /i>] 
• * /;)! - e.pl<'^ P „_^ ,^3{<i^ Lîjâ>,] 
* niT2l'n2a:n <^ 5 * ^ 9)' [ e.p{-fcS2^ } . 
Re(i/p + /g) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
I • 
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• °-4a-3<-5<^ 5 * /;)} - e,p(i!S-t^ ) ](/R)-l 
- kCTlVâl\%r - /5)' [ e«p{-i^ Ë^ > • 
•  " - 4 0 - 4 *  ''5 > '  •  exp { - ^ ! ! ^ - î j ^ 2 ^ }  * 1^ 9) ](/pg)"l 
' rd'T^TOr/y" (/; * /5)' [ exp{-X!SjpS>!} . 
• °_4..5(-|('5 * >'5» - exp(<'^  D.,._s{4di-±j4i) ]<v'i5)-l 
Re(/p + j/q) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(f) Let f(x) = x° / r(o + 1), 
Then <t>(x) - x"*"l, Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > 0, 
and F(x) = r(a + 7/2) / p* + 7/%, 
Thu» F[2-^ i . i,2] = 
X y 
G (p) = L(x*«+) / r(« t 1) ; p ) = * K' • 
' r(a t 1) p'°+]+l 
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Re(a) > - (j+l)/4, j = 1,...,7, 
Hence by using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.5) respectively, we get 
= 'rn 7/2) • 
 ^ HI (/; ^ /S)-""' 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
= [ 3 2~® r(4a + 4) + 7 2"® r(4a + 5) + 2"® r(4a + 6)} 
~-6a 3/2 
2 + /q)-4o-4, Re(û) > - 1 
r(a + 1) r(a + 7/2) /pq 
(3.44) L j/xy (jj^^^) ; P , q} 
3 2 r(«. + «) (p ^  q) (/g * /S)-4*-4 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) (pq)3/2 
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* 2'°°'° '3/2 ma * 5) [,(p3/2,g3/2) + 4</5Vi)'] WfWi)-"' 
n / -  I  1  \  n / _  ,  » \  
r<a + 1) r(a + 5) (pq)^ /2 
* * *)/, U/R + </fVi)^ l (/g + 
r(a + 1) r(a + 5) (pq)3/2 
+ :"**"* r(4a + 7) (y- + ^ q)-4o-4, 
r(a + 1) r(a + j) p q 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
Theorem 2 
Let (i) 0(p) = L{ f(x) } p }, 
(ii) F(p) = L{ < f ) ( l / x )  ; p }, 
(iii) Gj(p) = L{ f(x*) ; p }, j = 
and let f(x), x^ ^^ 0(l/x) and x^ f(x^ ), j = 1,...,6, be each 
continuous and absolutely integrable on (0, »). Then 
(3.45) I,2{(i 4. i)3 (xy)-3/2 F[2-«(i f i)^ ] ; p , q} 
= 2" *3/2 G^(/p + /q) + 2^^ + /q) GgC/p + /q). 
(3.46) (X y)l/2 F[2-6(i + i)^ ] ; p , q) 
= -—2T_ jG3(/p + /q) + ( i / p  + /q) G^ f/p + /q)) 
(pq)3/2l j 
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,7 3/2 _ _ / _ _ _ 
+ TT? (/p+/q){(/p + /q) G5(/p + j/q) + /pq Gg(/p + /q) 
(pq)^ ' I 
for j = 3,...,6. 
(3 .47 )  L , ! ) !  f  1 ) '  P [2 -®( i  *  | )^ ]  !  P  ,  q }  
, gio 3/2 __/ 
= — (/P + /q)l3G2(/p + /q) + W p  + /q) G3(/p + j/q) 
/pq 
for j = 2 , 3. 
(3.48) L,!)! f i)^  (* y)l/2 F[2-®(i + i)^ ] , p , q) 
,9 3/2 
=  ^(P + q) GgC/p + /q) 
(pq)3/2 
8 3/2 
+  - — { p 3 / 2  +  q 3 / 2  +  2 / M  ( / P  +  / q ) }  G ^ C / p  +  / q )  
(pq)3/2 
8 3/2 
+ ^  (/P + /q)^  Ggf/p + i/q), for j = 3, 4, 5. 
provided that each of the integrals on the right side of (3.45) to 
(3.48) exists as an absolutely convergent integral. 
Proof ; The proof is similar to that of theorem 1. 
Examples based on theorem 2: 
(a) Let f(x) = X® / r(a + 1), 
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then 0(x) = Re(a) > -1, Re(p) >0. 
Thus F(x) = r(a + 5/2). 
Gj(p) = ^ r^(a*+^ l) Re(a) > -(j+l)/4, j = 1,...,6. 
By using (3.25), (3.47) and (3.46) respectively, we get 
'.iirfgs ' -) • CZZy,; 
Re(/p + i/q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
MsfF •-'f 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
(3.51) , p,g) . 'Kn • 1(x + y)2a+2 ; r(a + 1) r(a + |) (pq)3/2 
• {2 r(4a + 4) + 2 r(4a + 5) + r(4a + 6) + /pq r(4a + 7)}, 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(b) Let f(x) = X® log x / r(a + 1), 
then 0(p) = p"*"l [i/'(a + 1) - log p], Re(p) > 0, Re(o) > -1, 
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and F(p) = (^*0+5/2^  ^ + 1) + «/'(a + 5/2) - log p]. 
Thus F[2"G(1 + i)2] = 260+15 (i + i)~2û-5 r(o + 5/2) 
• [\{/(a + 1) + \p(a + 5/2) + log 64 - 2 log(^ j^j-^ ) ]. 
G,(P) = ^  r(4a + 3 + 1^  [^ P(ia + j + 1) - log p], 
J r(a + 1) p**+]+l 
Re(a) > - (j + l)/4, j = 1,...,6. 
Hence by using (3.45) and (3.47) respectively, we obtain 
I c v+v ) (3.52) L [ H a  + 1) + ^ (a + |) - 2 log(jij) + log 64]; p,q} 
l(x+y)2*+2  ^ " y } 
r(4. * 2) , ^ 5,] 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) (i/p + /q)4*+2 
. [*(«. * 3) - . /i)], 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) Wp + /q)*° 2 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
(3.53) L_{—^ —. . i^ ia + 1) + 1/^ (0 + x) - 2 log(—-^ ) + log 64]; p,q} 
l(x+y)2*+l  ^ * y j 
= 3 '"'l re. * 3) _ , 3, . , ,5>] 
r(a + 1) r(o + |) Wp + /q)^ ®+^  /pq 
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+ 3 ff r(4a + 4) [^ (4o + 4) - log(/p + /q)], 
r(a + 1) r(a + |) Wp + •pq 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > - 1. 
(c) Let f(x) = sinh(2/x) + sin(2/x), 
then 0(p) = cosh(|), Re(p) > 0, 
and F(p) = i/jr r(a + [(p - 1)"^  + (p + 1) 
r(a + |) [(2"®(i + - l|"^  + + l|"^ ]. 
2 2 
and Gj(p) = [ axp(-fj) + expCfj) D_2<f)]. 
°3<P' = [ - «=•?(-??> * «<P(è »_,(§)]. 
Hence by using (3.47) and (3.45) respectively, we get 
 ^?>' -1}"'  * ?>' * 4''] ; P's) 
. 3 2°(X-l>jr (/p + /q) o_, ( .  |(^ 5vi)) 
/pq 
• [ ^ 3  L £+» 't+o J 
1 vs..' 
l o T '(e) J (| + ®)J (T + o)j 
'T- < (®)sa -0 < (d)e% '[if • = (J)* uaq; 
L T- x+o '(e) J + /J 
Tb d 
' [ -  ]  a o% = (x)3 S^T (P) (q) • 
•0 < (b/ + d/)88 '[{(b/i + d/)|}C-a {g(b/ + d/)^ }dx9 + 
{(b/i + d/)| -}E-a {g(b/ + d/)^  -}dx0] (T-T) ^  J. + 
[{(b/i + d/i)|}Z-a {g(b/ + d/)^ }dx8 + 
{(b/ + d/i)| -}Z-a {g(b/i + d/)^  -}dxe] (T-T) t J. = 
|bM + J<i 4. ï)j,_î) + -  J<f * f>5.z}] ^ TTTTi)/ 
0 < (B/ + d/),a '[((t^  , 
bd/ 
{(b/l+d/)- -}* a {^ (b/+d/i) •]^ (b/ + d/) (T-T)gZ £ 
liibj I d/)}:-a {^ (b/I + 
COT 
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Thus F[2"G(1 + i)2] = r(o + 1) r(a + |) (j + l)-2a-5 . 
I 64 xV 
(b) (x + y)' 
r (a), a+1, a+j  y -i 
' X * 2 i' 
G (r) - r(«= * 2) , r "4' »*!' '+1' "4, 2S6 1 
<b) r" 
G (r) - r(«« + 3) . r °+i' "*!' "*#. 256 1 
' ,«.+3 P+«"ql (b) ' J-
Thus by using (3.45), we get 
(3.56) 
:t(x+y):°+2 « 
r(a), 0+1, a+f 64x^y^ -i ] 
; 2 : p ' g} 
L (b) f*+v^ 2 J I (x y)' 
2-6a-4 *3/2 r(4a+2)  ^
r(a+l) r(a+|) (/p+/q)^ =+^   ^




2-6°-4 *3/2 r(4a+3) 
r(a+l) r(a+^ ) (/p+/q) n+Vn\4o+2 P+4 q 




Re(/p + j/q) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(e) Let f(x) = x" exp(-a/x). 
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2 
then *(p) = ®-2a-2("~)» Re(a) > - 1, Re(p) > 0, 
2 p 2/p 
aw F(p) = r(2. . 2) r(2. . 5) L .  iy-3/2 
22a+2 p V 4 ;  ^ 2/p 
Thus F[2"G(1 + i)2] = 2"2*+* r(2a + 2) r(2o + 5) (j + i)"^  . 
°2<P> • (2a)2<i+3/2 
°3<p' " (^ *^ *^2 
Hence by using (3.47), we get 
{ ( x  +  y)2 r_-6, l  1.2 a2n-o-3/2 _-2a-3 (3 •"> [^"<à ^ - I]""' C <^> , P . , |  
. 3 2* /2 * r(4a * 3) (i/p » Vq) ,(|/pVq)^, (v^pVq) 
a2°+3/2r(2. , 2) r<2« * 5) /M « /25 ' 
+ 2* T r(4a * 4) (/p * •q)' [(•pVi)'] J^ PVi) 
a2« * 2r(2. * 2) r<2a + 5) /gS ' > ' 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(o) > - 1. 
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Theorem 3 
Let ( i )  0(p) = L { f(x) ; p }, 
( i i )  F(p) = L { x"l/2 0(l/x) ; p }, 
( i i i )  G(p) = L { x^  f(x*) ; p }, 
.  ( i v )  H(p) = L { x^  f(x*) ; p }, 
( V )  '/'(p) = L { x^  f(x*) ; p }, 
and let f(x) , x^ f(x^ ), x^ f(x^ ), x*f(x*) and x 
be each continuous and absolutely integrable on (0, »). Then 
* î)' <" * î)'] ' p '4 
,5 3/2 
22— (/p + /g) G(/p + /q) 
/pq 
(3-59) ^((ï * ?)^ <- " î)'] î p • 4 
2' ,3/2 
(p q) 3/2 (p + q) H(/p + /q) 
p4 3/2 
+ p q (/p + /q) 'PWp + /q). 
provided that the integral on the left of (3.58) and (3.59) exists as 
an absolutely convergent integral in the variables x and y. 
Proof ; The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 1. 
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Examples based on the theorem 3: 
(a) Let f(x) = x* / r(a + 1), 
then 0(p) = p"®"^ , Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > 0, 
and F(p) = p-a~3/2 r(a + 3/2). 
Thus F[2"G(i + 1)2] = 26**9 + |) 
and G(p) = p"4*"3 r(4a + 3) / r(a + 1). 
Thus by (3.58), we get 
O.«0) , p , qU --(«a . 3) , ^5,-4a-2, 
l(x+y)2*+l ) r(o + 1) r(o + |) i/pq 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(b) Let f(x) = X® exp(-a/x), 
2 
then 0(p) = exp(|^ ) D-2a-2(^ )^' Re(a) > -1, 
a -  ^ < p > = -  fr" • 
Thus F[2"G(1 + 1)2] = r(2o + 2) r(2a + 3) + i)"^  • 
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= (2a)2*+3/2 Re(P> > 0. 
Thus by (3.58), we obtain 
^ K - fV"" ' p.^} 
= 16 n .3/2 r(4a + 3) (1/5 • /S) ,(/pVq)^ „ ^ , 
^"3/2r(2. . 2) r(2a * 3) /R «= ' 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(c) Let f(x) = xC-1 a, b, c? k* ]' 
then 0(p) = F^2[  ^' p ^  ' Re(c) > 0, Re(p) > 0, 
r(c) r(c + =) r c+^  . 1 
and F(p) 




Hence by (3.58), we get 
;-6ct2 ,3/2 r(,c _ 1)  ^re-i, c.i; _256jj_1 
* i) /pq (/g * 3 'L,, b ' </?Vi)*J' r(c) r(c . 2 
Re(c) > Re(i/p + j/q) > 0. 
(d) Let f(x) = x° pPq[ J®J ; x ], 
r(a + 1) r 1 1 
then 0(r) = ^p+^ Fq^  ; p J ,  Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > 0, 
|)  ^ •' 
r»+3/2 g, 
r(a + 1) r(a + %) r (a), a+1, a+:j
and F(r) = -7- _F 
9/ • \ /f -fj., -fx , -i 
" L w  
Thus +  ^ ) ^ ]  =  26**9 V i a  + 1) r(o + |) (j + • 
r (a), a+1, a+| ^^„2„2 
(b) (x+y)' 
F -i - ; ^ 1  
(a), a+7, a+1, a+7, a+% G/_x _ r(4a + 3) *4' * °^ 4' **2. 256 1 
- r4«»3 p+« ql (b) 'T*y 
Hence from (3.58), we get 
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, 2"6o-4 *3/2 r(4tt + 3) 
r(a + 1) Tia + |) /M (/P + /q)**+2 
r (a), a+|, o+l, a+|, a+§ 256 1 
(b) (v/p + v/q)^  -I 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
(e) Let f(x) = X® log(x) / r(o + 1), 
then 0(p) = p"®"^  [i/^ (a + 1) - log p], Re(p) > 0, Re(o) > -1, 
r(a + |) 
and F(p) = —(1+2/2 + 1) + ^ (o + ^ 0 - log p]. 
Thus F[2"®(i + h^] =2 r(a + |) . 
• [^ (a + 1) + ^ (a + + log 64 - log(^ ^^ y^ )] 
G(p) =  ^ *.3) [^ (4a + 3) - log p] 
r(a + 1) p4*+3 
Hence by using (3.58), we get 
(3.64) hA [^ <o+l) + \lj(a+h + log 64 - log(^ )]; p, q} 
l(x+y)2*+i  ^ * y ; 
Ill 
- 2"^°"' r(4a 4- 3) ^ [^(4a+3) - lOîC^gf/i)], 
r(o + 1) r(a + |/pq 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > -1. 
Two dimensional unilateral Laplace transforms of functions of the form 
F[(x"^  + 
Theorem 4 
Let (i) (^p) = L{ f(x) ; p }, 
(ii) = L{ F(x) ; p }, 
(iii) Gj(p) = L{ f(x) ; p }, j = -1, 1,...,5, 
where f(x) and x^ f(x), j = -1, 1,...,5, are each 
Lebesgue integrable on (0, »). Then 
^((ï ' c y)''/: K(; * ?)'') ! p ' ^  ) 
= 2 v/ff G_i(/p + /q), for j = -1; 
(3.66) ^(i t (X F((i ^ i)"') , p , q | 





Gi(/p + /q) + (v/p + /q) G2(/p + /q) + 
+ /pq G3(/p + •q)j for j = 1, 2, 3; 
(3.68) /^(i * (X y)3/: F((i * i)"') ; p , q } 
9 ]/IT 
2® (pq)S/2 [gi(V/P 
+ /q) + (/p + /q) G2(/p + /q)j 
+ q  ^ [/pq + (/p + /q)^ ] G3(i/p + /q) 
2^  (pq)5/2 
+ c (/p + /q) G4(/p + |/q) 
2^  pq 
/ff 
2^  /M 
G5(/p + /q), for j = 1,...,5, 
provided the integrals on the left side of (3.65) to (3.68) exist as an 
absolutely convergent integrals in x and y. 
Proof ; From (ii) we have 
(3.69) 0(/U) = L{ F(S) ; p } 
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1 A v2 
1 " 2 
Hence F(s) = —^T7? / v exp(- J-) f(v) dv, 
2 H s^ /z 0 
or, 
(3.70) s3/2 F(s) = / V exp((- è f(v) dv. 
2 /tt 0 
Let s = (j and substitute into (3.70). This gives 
'71) (x + y)  ^®*p(-Ï f(v) dv 
To show (3.65), we multiply both sides of (3.71) by 
(xy)~^ /^ exp(-xp-qy), Re(p) > 0 and Re(q) >0. On integrating both 
sides of the resulting expression with respect to x and y over the 
interval (0, »), we obtain 
(3.72) ^^ (^xy)"3/2exp(- xp - yq) f[(j + dx dy 
OOCOpOB 2 2 T 
= — / / / (xy)"3/2exp(-xp - 7= " 79 ' v f(v) dv dx 
2/ff 0 oL 0 J 
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Since the Integral on the right side of (3.72) Is absolutely 
convergent, we change the order of Integration to get 
(3.73) ^^ (^xy)"3/2exp(- xp - yq) dx dy 
0» r " 2 
= —I / V f(v) / x"3/2 exp(- xp - Tz) dx « 
2/? 0 L 0 
00 2 1 
' exp(- yq - ^ ) dy J dv. 
Evaluating the inner Integral on the right hand side of (3.73) by using 
(3.15), it follows that 
00 
= / 4 jr v~^  exp{-v(/p + /q)} f(v) dv 
2/ff 0 
00 
= 2 j/ff /qV~^  exp{-v(/p + /q)} f(v) dv. 
Now by using (ill) with j = -1, we get the result (3.65) 
= 2 /ff G_i(/p + /q). 
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Next we show (3.66) by considering (3.71) and multiplying through both 
sides by (xy)"^ /^ exp(-xp-qy), Re(p) > 0 and Re(q) > 0. From that we 
obtain 
(3.74) '^^ (^xy)"l/2exp(- xp - yq) F[(i + i] dx dy 
— /  V f (v)  
2/? 0 
/ x"l/2 exp(- xp - Jjj) dx 
0» 2 T 
/ y"l/2 exp(- yq - %p) dy j dv. 
On evaluating the inner integral of (3.74) using (3.20) gives 
= / ff (p q)~^ ^^  V exp{-v(/p + /q)} f(v) dv 
2}/n 0 
if " — — 
= / V exp{-v(i/p + /q)} f(v) dv. 
2 /pq 0 
By using (iii) with j = 1, we get (3.66); 
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4: Gi(/p • /q) . 
2 /pq 
To show (3.67) we consider (3.74) with (xy)"^ ^^  replaced by (xy)^ /^ : 
(3.75) + I) ^ ^^ (x y)l/2exp(- xp - yq)F[(j + dx dy 
00 p 00 2 
= — / V f(v) / x^ /Z exp(- xp - dx 
2/ir 0 L 0 ** 
0» 2 1 
/ yl/2 exp(- yq " dy J dv. 
Evaluating the inner integrals in (3.75) by using (3.23), we get 
= — J" V ir  exp{-v(/p + /q)}  f (v)  dv 
2t/jr 0 4 (p qy'^  
00 
* / [v + v^(/p+/q) + vVpq] exp{-v(/pVq)} f(v) dv. 
8 (pq)j/2 0 
On using (iii) with j = 1, 2 and 3 on the right side, it follows that 
1 ( 1  .  1 Ï - 3 / 2  
S 
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= + /q) + Wp + \/q) G2(\/p + /q) + 
8 (pq)3/2 L 
+ /pq GgC/p + /q)j . 
Finally, we show (3.68) by considering (3.V2) with (xy)"3/2 replaced by 
(xy)3/2: 
(3.76) ^^ (^x y)3/2exp(- xp - yq) f[|j + ij dx dy 
= — / V f(v) [ / x^ /Z exp(- xp - ^ ) dx . 
2/jr 0 L 0 ** 
• exp(- yq - dy ] dv. 
But from [17], we have 
CO 
(3.77) / x^ /Z exp<-xp " ^ ) dx = —+ 3v/p + v^ p] exp(-v/p) 
0 4 p5/2 
By using (3.77) to evaluate the inner integral in (3.76), we get 
1/2 09 — O « O 
= V / ^  + V p)(3,;  ^q' expt-vc/g + /Î» av 
0 16 (pq)5/2 
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00 
= e / [9v + 9v^ (/p + /q) + 3v^ (p + 3/pq + q) + 
2^  (pq)5/2 0 
+ 3v^ (/p + /q)/M + v^ pq] exp{-v(/p + /q)} f(v) dv 
On using (iii) with j = 1,...,5, it follows that 
9 /ff 
g  ^ 5/2 [^ l^ '^ P * 1^ 9) + (/P + /q) G2(/p 
2^  (pq)-
+ _  ^ [/pq + (/p + /q)^ ] Ggf/p + j/q) 
2^  (pq)5/2 
+  ^(i/p + /q) GaC/p + /q) 
2^  pq 
+ e*^ "^  GgC/p + /q) 
2 /pq 
Examples relating to theorem 4: 
(a) Let f(x) = X® exp(-x^ /4a), 
ajd 2 
then 0(p) = r(a+l) (2a) ^  exp(^ |-) D_g_i(/2a p), Re(a) > -1. 
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5+1 
2 0(/p) = r(a + 1) (2a) exp(^) D_a_i(/2ap). 
 ^ o+l _,a+2\ 
Hence F(x) = x ^  (x + a)  ^
r(2-|ri) 
a+2 3 a+2 
2 
Thus F r(i . i)-S 
••U y; .0+2. 
_ u. 1 
(ax + ay + xy)  ^ r(2-^ ) 
a+2 
Gi(p) = (2a) ^ Via + 2) exp(|p2) D_o_2(/2i p) 
Hence by using (3.66), we get 
[ -(^ )^ ] 
(3.78) L_{(xy) (ax + ay + xy) ; p , q } 
n ) 
2*/2 H (o+l) r(5-^ )  ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
— exp{%(/p + /q) } D_g_2{/2a (/p + /q)}, /pq 
Re(o) > -1. 
(b) Let f(x) = x**l JgCax), 
then *(p) = f *+3/2) P, Re(o) > -1, Re(p) > |lm a|, 
i/rr (p^  + a2)*+3/2 
120 
Hence P(x) . * 3/2) .J -A 1 
H r(a + 1)  ^-^L a+l J 
°i<p> • <!>' RIfir 'p' * a') ' 2h[ 
-<2Siâ) r.,|, .1 ,2 
a+l p^ +a^  
Thus by using (3.66) and (3.65) respectively, we obtain 
(3.79) L,{(XY)'*L(X.Y,-3/2 ^P^[A.V2, .,2^ , P,, |  
= " Mi * + a2]-3/2 . 
v/pq r(a + ^ ) 
a+5, -1 
a+l (/p + /q)^  + a^  ] '  
Re(/p + /q) > |lm a|, Re(a) > -3/2. 
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/ 3 
le» r*+? -, *yi 
; -a — 
x+y-
; p , q 
(a + 1/2) 
Re(/p + |/q) > 0, Re(a) > 1/2 
(c) Let f(x) = X® / r(a + 1), 
then 0(p) = Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > 0, 
-(^) 
and 0(/p) = p , 
thus F(x) = x(*"l)/2 / r((a + l)/2), 
and P[(i.i)-V(^ i)"™/r((c.l,/2,. 
Gl(p) = (a + 1) p"G-2. 
Hence by using (3.66), we get 
(3.81) L2{(xy)(*+3)/2 (x+y)-(*+4)/2 ; p , q} 
(a + 1) r(2-^ ) 
6 / /" . /T\ -a 
2 /pq 
(/P + /q) 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > -1, 
(d) Let f(x) = X® log(x) / r(o + 1), 
122 
then (^p) = p"®~^  [Ha + 1) - log(p)], Re(o) > -1, Re(p) > 0. 
and 0(i/p) = p-(*+l)/2 [^ (a + 1) - log(/p)], 
then F(x) = x(a-l)/2 + i) _ 1 + log(x^ /^ )] 
and P[fi . l|-h = " 1) - - i)] 
M» yl J n ,,(a-l)/2 
Mî i?J 
Hence by using (3.66), we get 
^^ ||]+^ (^o+i)/2 P'q j 
_ (g + 1) t/ff [\^ (a + 2) - log(/p + /q)] 
/M [/P + 
Re(/p + |/q) > 0, Re(g) > -1. 
(e) Let f(x) = sin(ax), 
then 0(p) = a / (p^  + a^ ) and 0(/p) = a / (p + a^ ), Re(p) > | Im a 
thus F(x) = — a"l/* x"l/* exp(- a^ x^ /2) M, .(afx), 
!'ï 
f[(; • j)  ^(; + j)^ '"e«p(- I «3 
^ 4'4 
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G_i(p) = cot"^ (p/a), 
G (p) = sln[2 tan"^(a/p)] 
(p^+a2) 
Hence by using (3.65) and (3.66) respectively, we obtain 
ir sin[2 tan~^ (-3-^ —3)] 
/P + /q 
4 a^ /* i/pq [(/p + /q)^  + a^ ]' 
Re(/p + /q) > IIm a|. 
. -r a-l/« 
Re(/p + /q) > IIm a|. 
(f) Let f(x) = cos(ax), 
then 0(p) = P——, Re(p) > |lm a|, 
(P^  + a^ ) 
and <t>(\/p) = 
(p + a^ ). 
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Then F(x) = F r ; -a^ x ], 
i/ffx  ^H 1/2 J 
and F[(i » i) ^ (1 » 1)1/: ,2JSC 
x+y 
G (o) - COS[2 tan~^(a/p)] 
" " (p2 + a2) ' 




ff cos[2 tan"^ (-2-^ —2)] 
S + /g 
2 /M [(/P + /q)^  + a^ ] 
Re(/p + /q) > |lm a| 
(g) Let f(x) = 1 - cos(ax), 
then 0(p) = p"^  r-E , Re(p) > |lm a|, 
(P^  + a®) 
and (^/p) = -2 , 
/p (p + a'^ ) 
thus F(x) = ^  (1 - 1^ 1 [ i/2 Î -a^x ]) 
[^(ï * W"] = (ï ^  ir'' 4 - iFj i,, ; 
G_l(P) = J log|l + -gj, Re(p) > |lm a|. 
Thus by using (3.65), we get 
I a^ \  
= logj 1 + — — } 
i (/P + /q) ) 
Re(/p + /q) > |lm a|. 
(h) Let f(x) = sinh(ax), 
then 0(p) = ——, Re(p) > |Re(a)|, 
(p'' - a^ ) 
and 0(/p) = ——. 
(P - a^ ) 
Thus F(x) = a exp(a^ x), 
• j) ^  = a exp<a^ ;j-Si_) 
O-l'P) = I 
and Gi(p) = 2 [(P - a)"^  - (p + a)"^ ]. 
126 
Hence by using (3.65) and (3.66) respectively, we obtain 
(3.87) L2{(x+y)"3/2 exp[a^^] ; p , q} = log '(•p + /q + a)l 
•(•p + /q - a)J 
Re(/p + /q) > |Re(a)|. 
Mriîsî"+•=?! ^ 
Re(/p + /q) > |Re(a)|. 
(i) Let f(x) = cosh(ax), 
then 0(p) = P , Re(p) > |Re(a)|, 
(P^  - a^ ) 
and 0(»/p) = —^  
(p - a^ ) 
Hence F(x) = (irx)~^ ^^  ] 
and F[(i + j) ^ ] = (TK)-1^ 2 jl * ijl/2 ; afx ]. 
Hence by using (3.66), we get 
127 
# . M . y  
Re(/p + /q) > |Re(a)|. 
(j) Let f(x) = x~^  [1 - cosh(ax)], 
then 0(p) = ^  log , Re(p) > |Re(a)|, 
and (pWp) = I log(p - a?) - ^  log(p) 
Hence F(x) = {l - exp(a^ t)}. 
and F - + [(x + = i (s + g) 
[77^73'^3] 
Thus by using (3.66), we get 
_ r 1 _ 3a (/p + /q) + a^  
/M Yp + /q [(/p + i/q)2 - a^ ]' 
Re(/p + /q) > |Re(a)|. 
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(k) Let f(x) = x" cosh(x/2), 
Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > |Re(a)|, 
and 0(/p) = 1 r(a + 1) [(/p - i/2)"°"^  + (/p + 
Hence F(x) = ^ { a - l ) / 2  + 2) exp(x) • 
• {D_g_2(2 /x) + D_g_2(-2 |/x)}, 
ana F[(i . i)-^  = r(a . i> (i . 
• L.,(2 (fJLjVZ) ^ 
Gl(p) = I r(a + 2) [(p - a)"®"^  + (p + a)"®~^ ]. 




= a(a + 1) [(/P + /q - /2)"* + (/p + /q + i/2)"°], 
Re(/p + /q) > |Re(a)|, Re(a) > 0. 
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(1) Let f(x) = Jo(ax), 
then 0(p) = (p2 + Re(p) > |lm a|, 
and 0(/p) = (p + a2)"l/2_ 
Thus F(x) = exp(-a^ x) 
2 2 — 1  r  - 2  1  
V P )  =  ( P . 0  , p â _ ]  
Hence by using (3.66), we obtain 
'•2{<r^  ®P<-®^ Ï¥5> f P . 9 I 
= —^  [(/P + /q)^  + a2]-l F [ '  ^ ; r~~7 1 
2 i/pq Ll (/p + i/q)2 + J 
Re(/p + /q) > IIm(a)|. 
(m) Let f(x) = x" Ijj(ax), 
(p2 - af): * 
Re(a+u) > -1, and Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > |Re(a)|, 
130 





. •J." "%]' 
0, (p) . (2.1^ 2 """' " Cia'P''" 
1 ira^  sin[(a + u + Dtt] m+1^ 1 ' 
(p: - af) : 
Thus by using (3.66), we get 
!f ' % ] - "I 
r(a + 1) r(* + ; + h  sin[(a - h n ]  
= (a/2)* ± 1 
2 /pq r(a + W + 1) sin[(a +  n  +  DTT] 
Q #+3/2F/p + 
a-1/2 
«n,.i ' 
IWP 4. ^ 5)2 - a2] 2 « 
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Re(/p + v/q) > ), Re(a) > -1, Re(o+w) > -1. 
(n) Let f(x) = IgXax), 
a® p r(a + |) 
then 0(p). = — , Re(a) > -3/2, Re(p) > |Re(a)|, 
i/ff (p^  - a2)*+3/2 
2*+l a® /p r(a + |) 
and 0(/p) = 
(p - a2)«+3/2 
Hence F(x) = 
a® X® r(o + |) 
/jr r(a + 1) 
and F [(x y) ^ ° 
2®+l gC + 3) 
fx * î) Vi[ /ff r(o + 1) 
° (p2 -
(2 a)® r(a + |) 
Re(a) > -1/2. 
Hence by using (3.65), we obtain 
(3.94) 
l(x + y) 1+3/2 1 1 
Î p . q J 
= ''(I': I/zf - a2]-°-l/2 
Re(/p + v/q) > |Re(a)|, Re(o) > 1/2. 
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(o) Let f(x) = lo(ax), 
0(p) = (p^  - Re(p) > |Re(a)|, 
and 0(/p) = (p -
Hence F(x) = (jrx)"^ ^^  exp(a^ x), 
F[(i * i)"'] = (i * 
Gi(p) = a p (p2 - a2)"3/2. 
On using (3.66), we get 
<3.". , p, f 
Re(/p + /q) > |Re(a)|, Re(a) > 1/2. 
(p) Let £(x) = x2a i -x^ ], 
then 0(p) = p"2 r(a + 1) r(2a + 1) exp(- - ) l^ iK), 
p2 p2 
Re(p) > 0, Re(a) > -1, 
and 0(v/p) = p"^r(a + 1) r(2a + 1) exp(- §) 1^(1) 
P P 
Hence F(x) = r(a + 1) r(2a + 1) jJ(i/2ax), 
133 
and F[(i + i)"^] = Via + 1) r(2a + 1) j2( , 
G^ip) = r(a + |) r(2a + 2) exp(- Ia+l/2(\) 
P P 
Hence by using (3.66), we get 
/ff r(a + %) 
2 r<« *  1)  ^5,2)  !  
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > -1/2. 
(q) Let f(x) = afc-l F F ; kV ], 
P 9+^ L/h^ . r. r+i J 
_ n _  r(a) 4k -1 
then 0(r) = r r(2c) F ; -%- , Re(c) > 0, Re(r) > 0, 
P 9L(b) -I 
2 
2 




Thus F(x) - £i2fi pVl[(bJ, c' ]' 
- (^r"%vC 
134 
g (r) = r-2c-l r(2c + 1) _f ^ 1 
 ^ P 9L(b) J 
Hence by using (3.65), we get 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(c) > 0. 
Theorem 5 
Let (i) 0(p) = l{ f(x) ; p }, 
(ii) *(xl/2) = l{ F(x) ; p }, 
(ii) Gj(p) = L{ f(x) ; p }, j = -3, -2, 1, 2 ,  3, 
where f(x), x^  f(x) (j = -3, -2, 1, 2, 3 and 4) are each 
continuous and absolutely integrable on (0, »). Then 
(3-*:' ^(ï * "((ï * î)"1 'P' i) 
= 8 /ff G_2(/p + /q) + 4 i/ïf (|/p + /q) G_2(/p + /q), 
for j = -3, -2; 
(3-99) I.2|(i * <xy)-l^^ F((i * i)"') î p , q I 
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= (/p + /q) 0(/p + /q), 
/p q 
(3.100) (K y)i/: F((i * i)"') Î p , q I 
_y_ (p + q) G.(/p + •q) + (/p + /q) G_(/p + •q), 
4 (pq)3/2 ^ zpq Z 
for j = 1 ,2; 
(3.101) Lj|(i * (X y)3/2 F((i * i)"') , p , q I 
^ (P + q) [Gi(/p + /q) + (/p + /q) G2(/p + |/q)] 
16 (pq)5/2 
+ , [2(p + q) + (/p + /q)^] GgC/p + |/q) 
16 (pq)^  
+ * (/P + /q) GaC/p + /q), for j = 1,...,4, 
16 (pq)3/2 
provided the left integrals in (3.98) through (3.101) each exist as an 
absolutely convergent integral in x and y. 
Proof ; Proof is similar to that of theorem 4. 
Examples on theorem 5: 
(a) Let f(x) = X® / r(a + 1), 
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then 0(p) = and Hv'p) = p-(*+l)/2, Re(a) > -1, 
Hence F(x) = (a + l)/2), 
+ j)"^) = (ï * r((« + 
Also G_,(P) = p-'*:, 
°-2<P> ' RHTT p""'' 
Hence by using (3.99) and (3.98) respectively, we get 
( 1 /x vW2 \ r(5-f^ ) 
(3.102) L2<— -^ 1 ; P , qf = — </P + /q)~®» Re(a) > -1. 
l/xy ' ) /pq 
f(„„)(a-3)/2 ) 4 /; r(^ -f^ ) _ H[7i y)./2 ' P ' = U-l) (: . 2)(^ P * 
Re(a) > -1. 
(b) Let f(x) = sin(ax), 
then 0(p) = —-, and ^ (/p) = —^r, Re(p) > |lm a|. 
p + a^  p + a^  
2 
Hence F(x) = 2 a^ /* x'^ /* exp(-^ ) (^a^ x), 
4'4 
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and F((i t i). ^ ^ (it i)^^*expj- | (^)] 
v" «'Î 
Thus by using (3.99), we get 
._a3/«_(/p , /q) _ Reh/g * /g) > |im(a)| 
2 /pq [(/p + \/qr + a^ ] 
(c) Let f(x) = cos(ax). 
then 0(p) = P , and (^/p) = , Re(p) > |lm a|. 
P + p + a^  
Thus F(x) = (*x)"l/2 ; -a^ x ], 
Hence by using (3.99), we get 
Re(/p + /q) > |lm(a)|. 
(d) Let f(x) sinh(ax). 
138 
then 0(p) = * , and 0(/p) = Re(p) > |Re(a)|. 
p - a^ P -
Thus F(x) = a exp(a^ x), 
^ f ( (x  + f) 1 = a 
Thus by using (3.99), we obtain 
'te -I'-a • • • 'I • : g. - A-
Re(/p + /q) > |lm(a)|. 
(e) Let f(x) = cosh(ax), 
then (^p) = -E—- , and 0(/p) = —Re(p) > |lm a|. 
p - a p - a^  
Thus F(x) = (jrx)~^ /2 ^ p^ j- 1^  ^. afx 
Hence by using (3.99), we get 
Re(/p + /q) > IIm(a)|. 
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= (f) Let f(x) = X* 13(2%), 
then 0(p) =2_Z-£<i/2)^ ^^  Re(p) > 0, 
]/if (p^  - 4)9/2 
ana »(/5, = aLvSro^ 
/jr (p - 4)9/2 
Hence F(x) = ^  (^9/2) ^ 3 p [ 9/2 j 
/; r(4) 1 4 ^ 
r 5/2, 3 . 1 
Also G_3(p) = 16 p"^ 2?!^ ^ ; -gj 
_g r 3» 7/2 1 
and G_2(p) = 40 p *  ^
Hence by using (3.98), we obtain 
O , _ _ 5/2, 3 
2 r(9/4) 2^11 , 
(/P + /q) 
+ 5 2^ 1 [ 1) 4 ' (/p + /q)2 j 
Re(/p + i/q) > 0. 
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(g) let £<x).  xZ" gPgE t  - x ^  ] ,  
then 4(p) - p"^  r(a + 1) r<2o • 1) exp(- Re(a) > -1/2, 
and 0(i/p) = p"^ r(a + 1) r(2a + 1) exp(-2/p) 1 (^2/?). 
Hence F(x) = r(a + 1) r(2a + 1) J2(/2ax) 
and F((i  4. 1)-') = r<a * 1) r(2a + 1) 
- ..... - ' - ^ A  ZI' iJ-
„â g.2<P) = 
Hence by using (3.98), we obtain 
^J77±= -'4=##4  ^=12-20 
'Ux y)  /x+y 1) 
8 r(2a - 2) gFg, 
p o-l, a/2  ^ _4 1 
 ^2a+l, a+1 (/p + /q)^  J 
r a-1/2, o 1 I 
+ r(2û - 1) -F, ; _ _ -
^ 2o+l, o+l (/p + /q)2 J j 
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Theorem 6 
Let (i) (^p) = L{ f(x) ; p }, 
(ii) *(pl/2) = L{ F(x) ; p }, 
(iii) Gj(p) = L{ f(x) ; p }, j = -5,...,-l, 1, 
where f(x) and x^  f(x), for j = -5,...,1, 1 are each Lebesgue 
integrable on the interval (0, «). Then 
(3.110) pjg + ; P , q I = 2* G_5(/p + /q) + 
+ 5 2^ y/n (/p + /q) G_^ (/p + /q) + 2^  (/p + /q)^  G_2(/p + /q) 
for j = -5, -4, -3; 
(3.111) 2^|u~y)^  ^ ((x y) ) ' P ' "3 | ~ ~~ (/P + /q) G_2(/p + /q) 
+ (t/p + /q)^  G_i(/p + i/q), for j = -2 , -1; 
/p q 
(3.112) L pffi + i)'^ ) ; p , q 1  ^(p^ /^  + q3/2) . 
I VV* y/ / j (pq)j/j 
• ^ (/p + /q) + 2^  (/P + /q) Gi(/p + i/q), for j = 1, 
provided that either the integrals on the left of (3.110) to (3.112) 
are absolutely convergent integrals or the original functions in the 
integrals on the left are Lebesgue integrable on (0, »). 
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Proof ; The proof is similar to that of theorem 4. 
Examples based on theorem 6: 
(a) Let f(x) = X® exp(-xV4a), 
2 
then 0(p) = (2a)3 r(6) exp(^ ) D_g(p v/2i.), 
and Hy/p) = (2a)^  r(6) exp(^ ) D_g(/2ap). 
Hence F(x) = 20 a^ ^^  x^  (x + a)~^ ^^ , 
ana .((i . i)-^) = 20 ,7/2 (.(i . i> . (i . 
Also G_g(p) = /ffi exp(ap^ ) Erfc(p /â) 
2 
GL^ fp) = 2 a exp(E^ ) D^ gfp /2i) 
2 
G_3(p) = (2a)3/2 r(3) exp(E^ ) D_3(p /2E). 
Hence by using (3.111), we get 
(3.113) [^ {(x + y)^  (x y)3/2 (ax + ay + xy)"^ /^  ; p , q } 
= exp{a(i/p + /q)^ } Erfc{a^ '^ (^i/p + /q)} 
5 a^  
+ -^ 2 + /q) exp{|(/p + |/q)^ } D_2{/2a (/p + /q)} 
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+  ^ + /q)^  ei£p{|(/p + /q)^ } D_,{/2a (/p + /q)}, 
5 a2 
(b) Let f(x) = JfCax), 
,5 _4 
then 0(p) =  ^P , Re(p) > |im a|, 
(p^  + 
and K/P) = . 
•jt (p + a2)ll/2 
Hence F(x) = 2 a r(ll/2) ^ 4 . j" 11/2. _^ 2jj -j 
•ff r(5) 1 1 5 
Also G_g(p) = exp{-4 sinh"^ (p/a)} (p^  + a^ )"^ /^ }, Re(p) > |lm(a)|, 
G_4(p) = 5 (a/2)4 (p^  + af)": ], 
G_3(p) = 30 (a/2)4 (p2 + af)-3 1 
L 5 p + a J 
Thus by using (3.110), we get 
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=  2 n  r(5) 
r(ll/2) 
+  ^r(6) 
2® r(ii/2) 
exp{-4 {(/p + /q)^  + 
(/p + /q) {(/p + /q)^  + a^ }"^  y F . \  '  ^  ^  ]  
 ^^ Ls ri/S+i/S^  ^ 2J 
+ 
(/p /q) +a 
r(7) - - o - _ _ o o__T/o r3/2, 1 .2 
Re(/p + /q) > IIm(a)|. 
(c) Let f(x) = X* / r(o + 1), 
then 0(p) = p"®"^  , and (^•p) = p-(o+l)/2, Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > 0. 
Hence F(x) = x(a-l)/2 / r((o + l)/2), 
 ^ * j)'^ ) = (ï • / r((a * l)/2). 
Also G_g(p) = I p"*+4, Re(o) > 4, Re(p) > 0 
=-4<P> = Rf^ p-"'. 
= Rrfiy p'""' 
Thus from (3.111), we obtain 
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ffxv)(*-5)/2 ) 2^  i/ff a (a - 2) r(a - 4) 
- -1 ,,g, 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(o) > 4. 
(d) Let f(x) = cosh(/2 x), 
then 0(p) = [(p - /2)"^  + (p + /2)"^ ], Re(p) > 0, 
and (^/p) = [(i/p - /2)"3 + (/p + v/2)"^ ]. 
Hence F(x) = 6 (x/jt)^ ^^  exp(x) [D_4(-2 /x) + 0.4(2 /x)], 
^((x * y) 1 (ï * î) • 
• . D_,(z 
Also G -(p) = —-E—, Re(p) > 0. 
 ^ p2 - 2 
G_i(p) = 2 (p2 + 2) (p2 - 2)-2. 
Thus by using (3.111), we get 
["-«H wr''!] 
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. ' * 51 _ PEH/P * /Q) > 0. 
3 •pq [(/p + \/q) - 2r 
(e> Let f(x) = X® sinh(ax), 
then 0(p) •= I r(a + 1) [(p - a)"°"^  - (p + 
Re(a) > -1, Re(p) >|Re(a)|, 
and 0(/p) = I r(o + 1) [(/p - a)~®~^  - (/p + a)~°~^ ]. 
Hence F(x) = jr"^  r(o + 2) exp(a^ x/2) • 
• [D_Q_2(-a /2x) - D_g_2(a /2x)] 
ana .((i . i)-) = ,-V2 r(. .2,(1. • 
Also G_2(P) = [(p - a)-*+L - (p + a)-*+l], 
G_l(p) = [(p - a)"° - (p + a)"°], Re(a) > -1, Re(p) > |Re(a)|. 
(3.117) 
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= [il,: [</p - - (/; 4. /g + a)-"*^ ] 
2 /pq r(a + 1) 
+ 'iw; '!Ï * [(/g + /q - a)-" - (/5 • /i + a)-°] 2 l+*/2 /pq r(a + 2) 
Re(/p + /q) > |Re(a)|, Re(o) > 1. 
(£) Let £(»> = /« (fgC 
then 0(p) = p"^  r(o • 1) r(2a t 1) e*p(-
Re(a) > -1/2, Re(p) > 0, 
and <&(/p) = p~^  r(a + 1) r(2o + 1) exp(-2/p) Ig(2/p). 
Hence F(x) = r(o + 1) r(2a + 1) JgX/2ax), 
" ?)"') - rc * » r(2. * 1) 
Also G_2<p> = "^2 
a-1/2, a 
2a+l, a+1 p 
and G.,(p) = riM 
a ,  a+1/2 
2a+l, a+1 p ' "nJ 
Hence by using (3.111), we get 
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(3.118) • y , p , , I 
_ 2 /ff r(2a - 1) (/p + /q)"2° ^ 
/pq r(a + 1) r(2a +1) ^ % 
0-1/2, a 
. -4 1 
' (/5 + ,/5)2 J 2o+l, a+1 ( p /q  
. 2 r(2a) (•s • p r *' ^ -4 1 
•pq r(0 + 1) r(2a +1) ^ 2a+l, o+l ' (/p + J' 
a, a+1/2 
Re(/p + /q) > 0, Re(a) > 1/2. 
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CHAPTER IV. APPLICATIONS IN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Introduction 
This chapter deals with applications involving both the bilateral 
and unilateral Laplace, transforms, in the case of the bilateral 
Laplace transforms we use convolution operations together with 
bilateral transforms to find particular solutions of certain partial 
differential equations. 
For the unilateral case, the double Laplace transform is used in 
solving partial differential equations. We shall consider a partial 
differential equation whose solution is a function of three variables, 
say X, y and t. By taking the double Laplace transform of the partial 
differential equation with respect to two of the variables, we obtain 
an ordinary differential equation with respect to two of the variables 
in terms of the third variable. The resulting ordinary differential 
equation is solved by using the method of Green's function. The 
solution of the partial differential equation is then obtained by 
finding the inverse Laplace transform in the appropriate variables. 
The inverse Laplace transform in both variables may be found by 
using some of the results in Chapter III of this work or by other 
standard tables on double Laplace transform. Another way is to obtain 
the inverse in each of the two variables one at a time. Finding the 
inverse in each of the directions may also be done by using standard 
tables on one dimensional Laplace transforms. 
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It is not always possible to obtain the second inverse by means of 
tables. In such a case we have approximated the solution of the 
partial differential equation by obtaining the inverse numerically. An 
example of this case is presented in the appendix. 
We shall consider a typical partial differential equation to 
illustrate the method described. 
Applications involving bilateral Laplace transforms 
In this section we shall use the method of bilateral Laplace 
transforms and convolution operations to find particular solutions of 
certain partial differential equations. If we let F(p,q) be the 
bilateral Laplace transform of f(x,y), then 
00 CO 
(4.1) F(p,q) = / / exp(-px - qy) f(x,y) dx dy. 
Also the convolution transform of f(x,y) into #(x,y), with kernel 
H(x,y) is given by; 
00 OO 
(4.2) 0(x,y) = / / H(x-u,y-v) f(u,v) du dv 
= H * f. 
Let us consider some special kernels involving Dirac's delta function. 
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[ exp(u + v) 6(u - v), u 3 0, 
(4.3) g(u,v) = < 
I 0, u > 0; 
where ô(x) is the Dirac's delta function. Then 
G(p,q) = / / exp(-pu - qv) g(u,v) dv du 
0 00 
/ / exp(-pu - qv) exp(u + v) S(u - v) dv du 
0 
/ exp[(2 - p - q)u] du 
2 - p - q ' Re(p + q) <2. 
Now let f(x,y) whose bilateral Laplace transform F(p,q) exist in some 
region < Re(p) < Pi and 03 < Re(q) < ^ 2» Let 
(4.4) 0(x,y) = g * f(x,y) 
= /"g(u,v) f(x-u,y-v) dv du, 
—00 —09 
then *(p,q) = Lg{ < f > ( x , y )  ; p, q } 
= lJ{ g * f ; p, q } 
= g ; p, q } • f ; p, q } 
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' = (2 **(p + q) < 2, 
2^ < Re(P) < 0^ , «2 BG(q) < ^ 2 '  
On using the inversion formula for the bilateral Laplace transform 
[18], we get 
y+Loo 7î+i» 
(4.5) 0(x,y) / / _ exp(px + qy) dp dq, 
iir^  7-i® P 9/ 
«1 < 7 < 1^ 1 f @2 < % < #2' aMd y + T} < 2. 
On differentiating (4.5) with respect to x and y, we get 
y+ia> 7j+ioo 
0 (X,y) r / / (2^ - exp(px + qy) dp dq 
7+1» rj+i» . 
0„(x,y) S S (2^ D^-%) Gxp(px + qy) dp dq. 
y -y-ioo P 9; 
(: - i; - if) *(*'?) 
Y+io® 7J+i® 
= - / / [2 - D - a) F(P'9) exp(px + qy) dp dq 
4jr^  7-ioo %-i" P 
 ^ 7+ioo rj+i» 
r / / F(p,q) exp(px + qy) dp dq 
4jr 7-iw jj-iw 
= f(x,y). 
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We shall state the above discussion in a theorem. 
Theorem 1 
Let (i) P(p,q) = ; p, q}, Re(p + q) < 2, 
< Re(p) < , «2 < Re(q) < 0^ , 
f exp(u + v) Ô(u - v), u 3 0, 
(ii) g(u,v) = { 
I 0, u > 0, 
(ill) 0(x,y) = g * f. 
Then 
(4-6) (2 " ia " iy) 4^ x,y) = f(x,y). 
By theorem 1 we have shown how to obtain the particular solution of 
certain partial differential equation by using bilateral Laplace 
transform. If we replace (4.3) by other kernels we obtain the 
following results which are stated as theorems 2, 3 and 4. 
Theorem 2 
Let (i) F(p,q) = L^{£(x,y) ; p, q}, Re(p + q) < 2, 
< Re(p) < t «2 Re(q) < Pg' 
(ii) g(u,v) = { 
I 0,  
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( u exp(u + v) 6(u - v), u 3 0, 
u > 0, 
(iii) *(x,y) = g * f. 
Then 
(4.7) (^  " lï " 1^ ) 4^ x,y) = - f(x,y). 
Example: If we take f(x,y) = - exp(-xy) cos(x), we have 
00 00 
0(x»y) = / / g(u,v) f(x-u,y-v) dv du 
0 OS 
= / / u exp(u + v) 5(u - v) f(x-u,y-v) dv du 
0 2 
= - / u exp(2u - xy + xu + yu - u ) cos(x - u) du 
= ^  [cos(x) - sin(x)] exp[|(x^ +y^ - 6xy + 4x + 4y + 3 + 2i(2+x+y)] 
+ 7 [cos(x) + sin(x)] exp[^ (x^ +y^ - 6xy + 4x + 4y + 3 - 2i(2+x+y)] 
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Theorem 3 
Let (i) F(p,q) = L^ f^(x,y) ; p, q}, Re(p + q) < 0, 
< Re(p) < , Cg < Re(q) < (3, 
( exp(u) sinh(v) 5(u - v), u 3 0, 
(ii) g(u,v) = { 
I 0, u > 0, 
(iii) 0(x,y) = g * f. 
Then 
(4.8) (2 |j + 2 Ij - ^  - 2 - y *(*,?) = f(x,y) 
Theorem 4 
Let (i) F(p,q) = L^ f^(x,y) ; p, q}, Re(p + q) < 1, 
< Re(p) < , Og < Re(q) < 
I exp(u + v) sinh(v) ô(u - v), u 3 0 
(ii) g(u,v) = { 
I 0, u > 0, 
(iii) (^x,y) = g * f. 
Then 
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Applications involving unilateral Laplace transforms 
Let us consider the conduction of heat in a semi-infinite slab 
when one side of the slab is maintained at zero temperature and the 
other side is maintained at an arbitrary value, say g(t,x). Thus we 
must solve for u(t,x,y) where 
(4.10a) Ujjjj + u lyy - ^  Ut = 0, t > 0, X > 0, 0 < y < 1. 
with 
u(0,x,y) = 0, 
u(t,0,y) = 0, 
(4.10b) u(t,x,0) = 0, 
X > 0, 0 < y < 1, 
t > 0, 0 < y < 1, 
X > 0, t > 0, 
u(t,x,l) = g(t,x), X > 0, t > 0, 
Ux(t,0,y) = f(t,y), t > 0, 0 < y < 1. 
Let U(s,p,y) be the double Laplace transform of u(t,x,y), that is 
U(s,p,y) = L,{ u(t,x,y) ? s , p } 
and L-{u. ;s,p}=/ / exp(-st - px) u. dx dt 
0 0 ^ 
= s U(s,p,y). 
Also L { u ; s , p } = y / exp(-px - st) u dx dt 
* 0 0 
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= U(s,p,y) - F(s,y), 
where F(s,y) = L{ Uj^ (t,0,y) ; s } = L{ f(t,y) ; s }. 
Taking the double Laplace transform of (4.10a), we get 
2 
(4.11) U(s,p,y) - F(s,y) + ~(s,p,y)'- | U(s,p,y) = 0, 
dy^  " 
(4.12) u(t,x,0) = 0 => U(s,p,0) = 0, 
and (4.13) u(t,x,l) = g(t,x)  ^ U(s,p,l) = G(s,p), 
where G(s,p) = l2i g(t,x) ; s , p }. 
Thus by using (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13), we obtain 
2 
(4.14) + (p2 _ S) y = F(s,y), 
dyZ 
subject to U = 0 when y = 0 and U = G(s,p) when y = 1. 
The solution of (4.14) together with the boundary conditions given by 
Green's function technique is: 
1 a-
(4.15) U(s,p,y) = /^ H(?,y) F(s,() d{ - G(s,p) ^ (l,y) 
where 
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(4.16) H((,y) = 
j^ [vj^ ({)v2(0) - V2({)Vj^ (0)] [v^ cyivgd) - V2(y)Vj^ (l)], 
for f  ^y, 
j^ [v^ (y)v2(0) - V2(y)Vj^ (0)] [vj^ ({)v2(l) - v^ CSyv^ Cl)], 
for y 3 (. 
where K = [vjCyOVgC/) " VgCy^ v^ fy)], 
and D = Vj^ COVgd) - VgCOyv^ Cl). 
vi(y) and V2(y) are the two linearly independent solutions of 
~^2 U = 0. 
dy^  
Let r2 = p2 - 2. 
Thus if we let v^ (y) = sin(ry) and VgCf) = sin[r(l-y)], we get 
K = r cos(ry) sin[r(l-y)] + r cos[r(l-y)] sin(ry) 
= r sin(r), 
and D = - sin (r). 
Therefore 
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H((,y) = < 
sin(rt) sln[r(l-y)] . < „ 
r sin(r) ' * ^  
sin[r(l-f)] sin(ry) < . 
r sin(r) ' ? ^ ^ 
also |S(l,y) = -
Thus by (4.15), we obtain 
(4.17) u<s,p,y) . - si;',;;;?!' /sincro P(s,() d{ 
- r^ s?n(?) / sin[r(l-()] F(s,{) d{. 
Next we will derive u(t,x,y) from U(s,p,y) by finding the inverse 
double Laplace transform. We shall assume an inversion theorem for two 
variables in the form (see [18]): 
y+ioo rj+i» 
(4,18) u(t,x,y) = / / exp(px + st) U(s,p,y) dp ds 
4jr 7-ioo rj-i» 
where - it < arg p < TT and - it < arg s < it, provided 
(4.19) U(s,p,y) is bounded in some half-plane, Re(p) > a, 
Re(s) > P and y > a, t) > 0. 
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In order for solution (4.17) to be bounded, we must satisfy equation 
(4.19). Rewriting (4.17), we get 
(4.20) U(s,p,y) = [r sln(r)]"^  [r G(s,p) sln(ry) - sln{r(l-y)} • 
y 1 
/ sln(r{) F(s,{) d{ - sln(ry) / sln[r(l-()] F(s,() d{]. 
0 . y 
The denominator of (4.20) has zeros at r = 0 and sln(r) = 0, 
therefore r = nir, n = 0, 1, 2,..., or 
pf - % = 
or p = ± n^ rr^  + g 
1/2 
n — Of If 2f. 
Hence to satisfy (4.19) the numerator of (4.20) must vanish at 
P = n2ff2 + S 
1/2 
f R — 1 y 2 y 3 y # # # # 
Thus we must have 
n ÏÏ G|^ Sf|n^ jr^  + sln(nffy) - sln[n ff(l-y)] / sln(nn() F(Sf{) d( 




sin(nffy) J n^ rr G|S, + (-1)" / sin(n*() F(s,t) d{ 
1 1 
+ (rl)" f sin(n7rf) F(s,() d( = 0, 
V J 
or 
sin(n?y) j^ n jt G|s,|n^ ff^  + + (-1)" f sin(nir() F(s,() d{ j = 
Hence the numerator of (4.20) vanishes when 
(4.21) n rr o/s^ nV + + (-1)" / sin(n?() F(s,{) d{ = 0, 
I  ^  ^ ) 0 
n ~ ly 2f 3f... 
Now from (4.20) we know that U(s,p,y) has simple poles at 
p = ± n2ff2 + 1 
1/2 
n — 0 y If 2 y . # . . 
In order to find the inverse Laplace transform in the p-direction, we 
must find the residues at the simple poles. 
Remark ; For a rational function P(y)/Q(y) with simple poles at the 
zeros of Q, the residue at a pole y^  is given by P(yi)/Q'(yi). 
Thus the residue of U(s,p,y) at the pole 
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( y y g\1/2 
p = - In f + jjl is given by 
sin(ngy) ^ (-1)" n ir Gjs, + / sin(nffÈ) P(s,t) d( j 
,1/2 
* sj 
By using (4.21), we can write (4.22) as 
2(-l)" n ff sin(njry) G{s,|n^ 7r^  s) ^  ^  
(4.23) ^
P-' ^  i] 
1/2 
Also in (4.20) the term sin(r"^ ^^  ^ may have a simple 
pole at p = 0, in which case the residue at p = 0 is given by 
(4.25) lira p G(s,p) siMjL^ ZS^  
p-»0 sin(/-s/k) 
= lim p G(s,p) slnh(y ^ )  ^
p->0 sinh(i/s/k) 
Finally, we obtain the inverse Laplace transform in the p-direction by 
using Heaviside's expansion theorem [9], which is stated here. 
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Theorem 5 
Suppose that the poles of F(p) at p = 0% are all simple, then the 
function H(p) = 1/F(p) has simple zeros at p = and the residues of 
F(p) are given by 1/H'(a]ç). More generally, if there is a convenient 
factorization F(p) = G(p)/H(p), where G(p) is entire and H(p) has only 
simple zeros, the inversion integral is given by the series 
» G(ajç) 
f(t) = 2] exp(okt) • 
k=l H'(ajç) 
Applying theorem 5 to our situation, we obtain 
(4.26) U(s,x,y) = Lp^ {U(s,p,y) ; t, x} 
= li„ p G(s,p) sHih(y _ 
p->0 sinh(/s/k) 
1 2(-l)"nf sin(nffy) G|s,|n^ ff^  + expj^ -x|n^ ff^  + 
- — 
I"'-'  ^ fj 
We must now find the s-integration. Let Hi(t,x,y) and H2(t,x,y,n) 
represent the s-integration for the first and second terms in (4.26) 
respectively, then 
(4.27) H (t,x,y) = 5^  / [lim p G(s,p) sinh(y i/s/k)1 s^ 
%-i«Lp^ O sinh(/s/k)J 
(4.28) H2(t,x,Y,N) = J*" ^ g|S, (nV + . 
Hence the solution of the original partial differential equation is 
given by 
(4.29) u(t,x,y) = H^ (t,x,y) + J 2(-l)" ntr sln(nffy) H2(t,x,y,n). 
Particular cases; 
(a) Let g(t,x) = 1. This case has been solved by Jeager [15], so we 
would be able to compare and confirm our solution. If g(t,x) = 1, then 
G(s,p) = 1/sp. Since G(s,p) has a simple pole at p = 0, by (4.25) we 
have 
lira p 1_ slnh(y/s7k) _ 1 slnh(y/s7k) 
p->0 sinh(/s7k) ® sinh(/s/k) 





(4.30) U(s,*,y> - i  ^
sinh(/s/k) 
+ I  ^^  2 2"^  ^ sin(njry) exp[-x[n^ ff^  + 
n=l p[kn ff + s] L  ^ ' 1 
Also H. (t,x,y) = y + ^  expf- n^ jr^ kt] sin(nffy) 
n=l n V ' -
and HL(t,x,y,n) = exp(- xnn)  ^expf- n^ jr^ kt] 
^ x?? n2*2 i j 
Therefore by (4.29), we get 
2 " 
u(t,x,y) = y + - ^  — sin(njry) exp(- njrx) + 
n=l 
+ 4  ^ n(-l)* sin(nffy) / exp[-kt(u^  + n^ jr^ ]] sin(ux) 
n=l 0 L  ^ u [u + n ff ] 
Our result is identical to Jeager's [15]. 
(b). Let g(t,x) = exp(-t). This is a case where we could not get the 
inverse Laplace in the s-direction. The solution is approximated by a 
numerical method. The result is presented in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Conclusion 
The main objective of this dissertation was to obtain multi­
dimensional Laplace transform pairs. This was mainly done in Chapters 
II and III. 
In Chapter II, we concentrated on bilateral Laplace transforms. 
We were able to prove five theorems. Theorems 1 through 3 were on two 
dimensional bilateral Laplace transforms. Theorems 4 and 5 were on 
three dimensional bilateral Laplace transforms. By using these 
theorems and the corollaries derived from these theorems, we were able 
to find several new two and three dimensional bilateral Laplace 
transform pairs. 
In Chapter III, we proved six theorems on two dimensional 
unilateral Laplace transforms. In particular, we considered the 
Laplace transform of functions of the form: 
(i 4. 1)° („ y>9 F((i * i)') and (i . i)° <x y/ * i)"') 
for specific values of a and /3. We then used these theorems to 
construct new two dimensional unilateral Laplace transforms. 
Finally, in Chapter IV, we applied the unilateral Laplace 
transform to solve the heat equation in a semi-infinite slab. We also 
showed that by using convolutions and the bilateral Laplace transform, 
one can obtain the solution of certain partial differential equations. 
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Future work 
In the preparation of this dissertation, I tried to use the method 
of bilateral Laplace transform to solve the heat equation over the 
interval - » < x < » and -» < y < » for t > 0. I attempted this by 
taking the bilateral Laplace transform of the three dimensional heat 
equation in x and y and then proceeded on similar lines as in section 2 
of Chapter IV. I was not successful. The things which I Intend to 
work on are 
1. Develop a technique for using bilateral Laplace transforms 
to solve boundary value problems. 
2. The method in the above will require finding the Inverse 
bilateral Laplace transform either analytically or 
numerically. I will work on developing a FORTRAN code for 
numerically finding the inverse bilateral Laplace transform. 
3. I will try to extend most of the results in Chapters II and 
III to n dimensions. 
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APPENDIX 
The numerical method for obtaining the inverse Laplace transform 
is based on the fortran code by Honig and Hirdes [14]. A summary of 
the technique is given below: 
Suppose the unilateral Laplace transform of f is F, then 
(8.1) F(p) = L{f(x) ; p} = / exp(-px) f(x) dx, p = v+iw, v, w e A 
0 
and 
-1 1 v+i" 
(8.2) f(x) = L {F(p) ; x} = =-T / exp(px) F(p) dp 
v-i" 
or 
1 " (8.3) f(x) = - exp(vx) / [Re{F(p)} cos(wx) - Ira{F(p)} sin(wx)] dw. 
By the Fourier series expansion of h(x) = exp(-vx) f(x) on the interval 
[0, 2T], we get 
(8.4) f(x) = i exp(vx) 
- ke{F(v)} + I Re|F(v + i^ )) cos(%^ ) 
k=0 \ ' 
- ^ %^ lm{(v + i^ )} sin(^ )j - Fl(v,x,T) , 0 < x < 2T. 
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00 
and the truncation error is Fl(v,x,T) = exp(-2vkT) f(2kT + x) 
k=l 
See [1] and [14]. Since the infinite series be can summed up to only a 
finite number of term N, the truncation error occurring after summing 
up to N terms is given by 
(8.5) FA(N,v,x,T) = i exp(vx) [^ l ^ {Re|F(v + ^ )| cos(~) 
- Im{F(v + sin(5^ )jj 
Thus the approximation for f(x) is given by: 
fj^ (x) = I exp(vx) - ^ ReCFCv)} + I RelpCv + i^ )^) cos(^ ) 
• k=0 \  ^  ^  ^
- ^ %^ lmj(v + i^ )| sin(^ )j - Fl(v,x,T) 
A FORTRAN code based on this method called LAPIN is used to find 
the inverse in example (b) of Chapter IV. The code requires the 
specification of the real and imaginary parts of the function whose 
inverse we are seeking. A driver for obtaining the numerical result is 
listed below. 







C INITIALIZATION FOR INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
X = O.DO 
Y = O.DO 
RL = l.DO 
RK = l.DO 
IMAN = 0 
NSl = 60 
lOUT = 6 
T1 = O.DO 
TN = 5.DO 
PI = 4.D0*DATAN(1.D0) 
C 
C MAIN DO LOOP FOR Y: 0 < Y < 1 
C 
DO 50 J3 = 1,NY 
Y = DBLE(J3)/DBLE(NY) 
C 





C LOOP FOR SUMMING OVER X: 0 < X < 1 
C 
DO 40 J2 = 1,NX 
X = DBLE(J2)/DBLE(NX) 
DO 15 L = 1,N 
UT(L) = H1(1,L) 
15 CONTINUE 
DO 30 J = 1,NS 
NC = J1 
IMAN = 0 
NSl = 60 
CALL LAPIN(FNC2,T1,TN,N,IMAN,ILAPIN,IKONV,NSl,NS2,ICON, 
* IK0R,C0N,H2,E,IER,I0UT) 
DO 20 L = 1,N 




C PRINT RESULTS FOR EACH X = .2, .4,...,1 AND Y = .2,...,1. 
C 
WRITE(lOUT,35) 
35 FORMAT(SX,'TIME',5X,'SOLUTION UT(x,y,t)') 










C SUBROUTINE FOR FUNCTION WHOSE INVERSE LAPLACE FUNCTION 






A = DSQRT(.5D0*(V + DSQRT(V*V + W*W)) 
B = .5D0*W/A 
A1 = DSINH(Y*A/DSQRT(RK)) * DCOS(Y*B/DSQRT(RK)) 
A2 = DSINH(RL*A/DSQRT(RK)) * DCOS(RL*B/DSQRT(RK)) 
A3 = DCOSH(RL*A/DSQRT(RK)) * DSIN(RL*B/DSQRT(RK)) 
A4 = DCOSH(Y*A/DSQRT(RK)) * DSIN(Y*B/DSQRT(RK)) 
D1 = (V + l.DO) * A2 + W * A3 
D2 = W * A2 - (V + l.DO) * A3 
FR = (A1 * D1 - A4 * D2)/(D1 * D1 + D2 * D2) 








PI = 4.D0*DATAN(1.D0) 
C = NC*NC*PI*PI*RK + RL*RL*V 
D = DSQRT(.5D0*(C + DSQRT(C*C + W*W*RL*RL*RL*RL*RL))) 
E = .5D0*RL*RL*W/D 
A1 = (V + l.D0)*C - W*M*RL*RL 
A2 = W*C + W*(V + l.D0)*RL*RL 
A3 = DEXP(-X*D/RL/DSQRT(RK)) 
FR = A3*(A1*DC0S(X*E/RL/DSQRT(RK)) - A2*DSIN(X*E/RL/DSQRT(RK))) 
/(A1*A1 + A2*A2) 
FI = -A3*(A2*DC0S(X*E/RL/DSQRT(RK)) + A1DSIN(X*E/RL/DSQRT(RK))) 
/(A1*A1 + A2*A2) 
RETURN 
END 
Let us apply the munerlcal method to the function g(t,x) = exp(-t). 
Since g(t,x) = exp(-t), we have 
G(s,p) = l/p(s +1). Thus by (4.25) 
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lim p 1 sinh(y/s/k) ^  1 sinh(y/s/k) 
p-»0 P <s + 1) sinh(^ i7k) (s + 1) si_nh(/i7k) 
and Gj^ s,|n^ jr^  + = (s + 1) -1 
-1/2 
and by using (4.26), we get 
(8.6) U(s,%,y) . 7-4^  slnh(iysA) ^  
" * " slnh(^ î7iî) 
exp [ . .( .V. i in 
+ 5] 2(-l) knff sin(njry) • 
n=l (s + 1) (kn ff + s) 
For the approximate solution, we let k = 1, and the solution u(t,x,y) 
is obtained for 0 ^  x £ 1 and 0 ^  y ^  1 for each t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
This is reported in table 1 to 5 below. 
TABLE 1. y = .2 
X t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 rt
 11 t = 5 
.2 -.874D-2 .1600D-2 .1651D-2 .8612D-3 .3819D-3 
.4 .4282D-3 .4972D-2 .2892D-2 .1318D-2 .5497D-3 
.6 .6137D-2 .7073D-2 .3665D-2 .1602D-2 .6543D-3 
.8 .9512D-2 .8315D-2 .4122D-2 .1770D-2 .7161D-3 
1. .1144D-1 .9026D-2 .4383D-2 .1866D-2 .7515D-3 
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TABLE 2. y = .4 
X t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 
.2 -.339D-2 .8444D-2 .5125D-2 .2356D-2 .98560-3 
.4 .1348D-2 .1465D-1 .7408D-2 .3196D-2 .12950-2 
.6 .23490-1 .1834D-1 .8763D-2 .3695D-2 .14780-2 
.8 .2922D-1 .2044D-1 .9538D-2 .39800-2 .15830-2 
1. .3243D-1 .2161D-1 .9973D-2 .41390-2 .16420-2 
TABLE 3. y = .6 
X t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 
.2 .34580-1 .26510-1 .12400-1 .51560-2 .20450-2 
.4 .55480-1 .34200-1 .15230-1 .61970-2 .24280-2 
.6 .66680-1 .38360-1 .16750-1 .67600-2 .26350-2 
.8 .72890-1 .40610-1 .17580-1 .70640-2 .27470-2 
1. .76210-1 .41830-1 .18030-1 .72290-2 .28080-2 
TABLE 4. y = .8 
X t = l t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 
.2 .13830+0 .64710-1 .26190-1 .10150-1 .38590-2 
.4 .15530+0 .70960-1 .28490-1 .11000-1 . 41700-2 
.6 .16320+0 .73860-1 .29560-1 .11390-1 .43150-2 
.8 .16720+0 .75340-1 .30100-1 .11590-1 .43880-2 
1. .16930+0 .76110-1 .30390-1 .11690-1 .44510-2 
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TABLE 5. y = 1.0 
X t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 
.2 .3679D+0 .1353D+1 .4979D-1 .1832D-1 .6738D-2 
.4 .3679D+0 .1353D+1 .4979D-1 .1832D-1 .6738D-2 
.6 .3679D+0 .1353D+1 .49790-1 .1832D-1 .6738D-2 
.8 .3679D+0 .1353D+1 .4979D-1 .1832D-1 .6738D-2 
1. .3679D+0 .1353D+1 .4979D-1 ' .1832D-1 .6738D-2 
